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The Technical Report Series.of the Appalachian Education Satellite

Proje'ct is edited and published by the RCC Evaluation Component at the /

'University of Kentucky, LeXington, Kentucky:

The purpose of.this series is to document 4nd disieminate Information

about the design, iTg. lementation and results,of the AESP experiment.
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I
INTRODUCTION

A survey sponsored by the Appalachian Regional Commission' (ARC) in

3
1971 indicated that teachers in Appalachia 'were, interested in receiving

4

A

training in reading instruction and.career education. As a result of these

findings, the Appalachian Education Satellite Program (AESP) began d:fivering

courses via satellite to remote areas of Appalachia in 1974. Four graduate

level teacher training courses, two.in diagnostic and prescriptive reading

and two in career education (one for secondary and one for elementary school

teachers), were offered to nearly 1200 teachers in eight Appalachian states.

The results of these courses are documented in AESP Technical Reports #6-9,

11, 12, and 15.

Based on the evaluations made during and following the courses fn

reading and career education, modifications were made in course delivery

and content. Following these chatiges, each course was rebroadcast to

Appal achiann educators. This report presents the results of the third

delivery of the diagnostic and prescriptiVe reading course in the Spring'Of

1977 and the second delivery of,the career education for elementary teachers

course in the Summer of 1977.

Evaluation of these courses included pre- and posttest measures

cognitive and affective achievement, participants' ratings of the various

learning activities and methods of presentation, and ratings of the technical

aspects of the courses.



2

In examining the .courses, the following questions are addressed:

1. How were participants' learnin arid attitudes affected?
1

2 How effective were the learnin "activities and methods' of ;

presentation and how might they be improved?'
.

3. How reliable was the equipment used during the course?

4. What was the overall evaluation of the Course?

5. How do the results compare with the results of Vle previous"

\
.deliveries of the course?

The following sections of this report present the answers to these

questions. Section two consists of the. results of the diagnostic and

prescriptive reading instruction course and section three inCludes the

rtsuts.of the career education course. Section four presents the
A

.summary and conclusions.

12
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DIAGNO$TIC AND PRESCRIPTIVE READING INSTRUCTION

,

Introduction '

4

,
.;

.,---- ;
41,

- ..,

Reading instruction is one of the primary nee'dsin'the Appalachian ,

.

...
---r.

.

'.

region. In order to meet this need, AESP has offered a course in Diagnostic

And Prescriptive Reading
k
Instruction on three different occasions. The

results of the Summer-1974 and ;ring 1975 deliVeries are reported in AESP

4.16Technical Reports #3, 6, 8, and 12. This 1.:.,Irt presents the results of the

' third deliverY'of DPRI in the Spring of 1977. ,

. ,

Overview of Geurse,
i, , ..2.

1
,..

.... The Diagnostic and Prescriptive Redlinganstruction (DPRI) course is
.

I

intended, to be practical and classrooin=oriented and-utilizes bOth leachers,
.

students in circlet; to illustrate readirig techniques. Specificially, the

,sourse. fi designed to instruct teachers in the diagnosii of particular reading

iii.oblemt and the development of individualized prescriptive instrictfbn to

'remedy problems.

v-

. . \

Structure of Course
.0

. 1 tt
.

. .
. .

ofThe course fonsisted of three basic components:
r

1) Sixteen 30-,minute videotaped programs 1

ln.
2r Three live, interactive seminars;

3) Ancillary activities associated with each leSion.

1The earlier deliyerigs consitted of.17 Videotapes- The tape entitled,,,
for rehedsion and Study Skills Tests was eliminated because the Fountain Valley- 1!
Te cheer Support Syftem presented was infrequently implemented by tie teachers.

,
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y ,

.4P! ring the previous two delivtries of the course,',partidRpants also
. i

utilized four-channel audio reviews and an information'retrieval system.
2

The evaluation results indiated that.these components were not effective..

and-they were therefOre eliminated from this delivery.

Dr: Lowell Eberwein, Associate, Professor of Educational Cul4-icuiuM and

Instruction at the University:14 Kentucky was the instructor for the Course.

. Dr. Eberwein,has been instrumentatin the development of the course since its.

inception. He served as the moderator for the live seminars and recommended

grades forithe students based on their work in.:Vie course.
.

I

.*

Participants were able to choose one of thfee course options for credit:

K-3, 4-6, dr K-6. Ten of the

In addition each partiCipant

depending on the.course option

participant received three s

Course Content and Objectives

The topics and ObjeCtives

videotaped programs were viewed'by all participants.
. .

completed three'oT the'remaining six programs,
,

elected. Upon completing ttie course, each
N

ster hours of graduate credit..

PROGRAM : DPRI INTRODUCTION --

for the sixteen programs
3
were:

K-3, 4-6, K-6

identify reading sub - skills

2. identify the parts of the diagnostic- prescriptive
-instruction model'

3. realize the importance of early diagnosis and
correction of reading problems

2
For explanation of these components, see AESP Technical Report #12.

3
Since some proirams are numbered differently than in the-earlier

DPRI courses, requests for information on the programs should specify the
title of the tape being referred to.

'41 1 4 4



PROGRAM 2: INFOR1 TESTS 1C-3 4-6, K -6

,

-- 1. recognize the adv ntage Of i orMal readng.tests

,2, interpret /the r Ultssof i7ormal reading. tests

3. itentif Sequence of/activities involved in
.constr ctinglan informal, heading inventory

. ,

PROGRAM 3: STANDARD ZED TESTS --*IC -3, 44, K-6 1

A

1% tifyithe procedures necessary fOr effective
a lnistration of standardized tests -

2.: interpret the results of standardized tests

recognize the strengths and limitations of standardized.
tests .

PROGRAM 4: ORDRECOGNITION TESTS -- K-0

1. admini4ter and interpret the results of the Wisconsin
Design for Reading Skill Development: Word ttack

2. connectdiagnosis to the instructional materials

3. identify the sequence of activities invoiNed-in'going
through a complete test=teach-test instructional cycle
using the The Wisconsin Design for Reading Skill
Development: .Word Attack

PROGRAM 5: MISCUE'ANALYSIS -- K-3, 4-6, K-6

1. identify and do thesequence of activities involved
in administering The Reading Miscue'Inventory

2. categorize reading miscues
!

.3. compile the results of The Reading.Miscue Invenry
on coding sheet

. -

4. identify Wayne,is readingding strengths and weaknesses
. .

PROGRAM 6: PRESCRIPTIVE INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS -- K-3,. 4-6, K-6

T.. 'translate test re sults into words (descrtptors) that
''can be used to find materials in the retrieval systems

'2. identify the sequence of steps in the process of
materials selection

44,

4
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PROGRAM 7: UPRI MANAGME -4, K-3, 4-6, K-6

. 1. - identify everal patter-ns ,grouping .

2. I-assess the strengtWand limitations of.gi.ouping. patterns
,

3. determine the most appropriate. grouping' pattern in
given situation

4. recognize 44 asons fde using.a grouping .pattern in a
. . given situat on

PROGRAM 8:. READING READINESS AND BEGtNNING READING '-- K-3, K-6 option
with Program 9

t 1. identify activ ties usedto teach reading readiness and
beginning read g -,

. ., -

4

.
2. -I ist advantages d disadvantages of the activities

3. determine which A t:ivity is most appr6priati.for a
given Situation,

PROGRAM 9: THE EXCEPTIONAL READER 4-6, K46 option with PrOgram
,

4. 1. identify activities al d procedures to teach the 1,ow average
and giftealreadkr .

...
2. list advantages. and disiventages of "each of the activities

.
. p. - deterrrri rfe tth4ch' activity \is most ,appropri ate for a given

. I -situation ** . ,,, \ 1,\
PROGRAM'10: 140185--RECOGNITON -- K-3,, 4-6, K76

.-

1. identify:activities used to *h word recognition

2, list, advantages" and disadvantages of the acti vi ties

'determine which activity is most appropriate for 'a given
situation

qr.

. PROGRAM 11: VOCABIlitARY -- .K-.3, K-6 option with Progrtm 12

1,. identify 'activities used to teach vocabulary

2. 1ist4advantage,S, sand disadvantages of the activities
3.' determine which -aitivity is most appropriate for a

given situation
sy

,

a,

3 .
. "

: .
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PROGRAM 12: STUDY SKILLS -- 4-6, K -6 option with PrOgrath 11

la, identify activities used to teach study skills

(list advantages and disadvantages of the activities

e. determine', which activity is most appropriate fik' a

.
j

p

,given situation- I.

PROGRAM443:' COMPREHENSION K-3,, K-4('option with .Progiain 14

4

1: identify question strategies used to teach comprehension

,

2. writs-questions-to stimulate student responses in
various categories (i.e. knowledge, translation, etc.)

vs
3. determine the mat appropriate question strategy for .

a given- situation

R G 14: READING. IN THCCONTENT FIELDS -- 4-6, K-6 option with Program 13

'1. identify activities used to teac), reading in the'con tent fields

2. list advantages and'disadvantages of the activities

'3. determine which actil/ity- is most appropriate for a.giv,en
situation

6

PROGRAM 15: DEVELOPING,LIFE-LONG3EADERS --. K-3, 4-6, K-6

identify activities that assist in the development of
reading interests and tastes

.

, '2. list advantages and disadvantages of the activities

'3. determine which:

fi
activity is most appropriate for a

given situation

PROGRAM 16: TOTAL READING PROGRAM K-3, 4-6, 'K-6

1, identify ways to encourage parental particirtation in4
reading programs at.

I. 2, recogrijze the strengths- and limitationi of OPRI

3.' determine ways to implement diagnostic-prescriptive
reading instruction in a total reading program

4. determine ways to estatlish, priorities for iMplementation

I

of PRI

01,

A
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. In addition, all students participated in three, live, interactive
/ f

seminars. These seminars provid,d the particiOants an opportunity to:\

interact with a panel of experts in the field of reading.concerning partic4lar
1

aspects of the:course-content./
, .. .

.

Preprogram and follow-up activities `associated with each progran were .

. , . / , .
I

.

outlined fn the ancillary materials package which was purchased-by each

student. This material included activities destgried to assist the student,in
. . .

.

' applying theidchnigues.demonstrated in the qideotapes. . .

. . .

In contrast to the previous DPRI courses, no materials were 'given.

free. Therefore, each participant was asked to Ourchaie the following

materials:

Otto, Wayne and others, ,Wisconsin esign for Reading Skill Development,
Word Attack: Specimen Set -1). Minneapolis, Minnesota: Wisconsin
Design, National Computer Systems Divisin, 1973. Cost $6.00.

Eberwein, Lowell and,ptbers., Ancillary Materials:. Diagnostic and
Prescriptilie Reading Instruction, K-6. Appalachian Education
Satellite 6-ogram,.Resource COondinating Center, 1977. Cost $6.50.

It was Also necessary that participantt have access to the following

textbooks and they were encouraged. to purchase and use these materials:

Daliman, Martha and others. The Teaching of Reading, New York: Holt,
. Rinehart azd Winston, Inc., 1974. Cost $12.95.%

Gdodman, Yeita and Carolyn "Burke. Reading Miscue Inventory Manual. New
York: Macmillan Publishing Co:,-Inc.,,1971. Cost $8.80.

In addition, one copy of the following meter al was needed at each site:.:

Otto, Wayne and others. Wisconsin besi n for Rea +in. Skill Development,
'Teachers' Resource F le: Word Attack W- and Supplement Number
(W-5s). Minneapolis. Minnesota: Wiscons n Design, National.
-Computer Systemt. Division, 1973. Oost,$4.

e 0

a

a a
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Method

I. Subject_ s ,
,

An,average df thirteen participants were enrolled at eaal of 15 Sites

fOr the DPRI course. The number varied because of more demilTd in some areas

for reading instruction and because some sites Wereequipped,to acsommodate

more students. In 01, 197
,

participants,took the, pretest and 164 completed

all course requirements. Complete data (all ciinittlie and. affective pre-

,

and posttests) were available for 149 participants. The /lumber of part4dpants

y site and course option l's present0 in Table 1.

A combibed attitude and background questionnaire Was administered to

the course participants prior to the firit televised prcOWThis,questionnajre,
'17,

whicys presented min Appendix was divided into two, parts: The first part

concerned the participants attitudes toward ividwand the second Part

sought background information regarding 'teaching and educational experiencei.

Table 2 sum' arizes' the backgroundtinformation obtained.

/ e
Procedures and Instrumentation

..........

A'variety of,instrumentS were. used, by the evalqation component to

n.., , ,

evaluate the DPRI course. Copies Of,all instruments except the'cognitive

achievement tests 'are in 1,cludea'inppendix 1.
. -,.

.

.

v,
. _--,

The time schedule for the course, the learning activitids for each,.

class session, and the evaluation instrumentsadministered during the course '

%

areTresented In Table 3. '

Achievement Tests. During the first class session a pretest consisting

of 40 multiple-choice questiObs which measured students! cognitive knowledge

about diagnostic and prescriptive reading instruction was administered to

'all participants. During the eighth, class meeting peticipints completed

k'
19

N.)
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TABLE 1

DISTRIBUTIONOF PARTICIPANTS BY OPTIONS ANp SITES
(Complete Data Cases Only)

t-

Total

Site

.K-6 K-3 0 S4-6

10' HuntSville, ;a, . 5 -4 . 0

'11,. Rainsville, Al.;: 13 0 .0

.
.

12 Guntersville, AL ',6' 0 0
.

16 Tazewell, TN ,
r 5

.
4 -0

. .

.

20 Norton, VA
*4; 47

11 .1'6'

21 Stickl eyvi 1 l
.

e,, VA 4 1 0

22 Boone:. NC . 2 0 . 0
...., .

23 , Norton Teacher Corps,-.VA 0 0 27 -.
.

25 Cumberland, MD
9.

2 '0

26 McHenry, .MD 10 ', .5 8

27 Keyser, WV . '1 1 0

35 -Fredonia, NY . 6 0 1 itt

36 Olean, NY . .
.10 0 0

. ,

37 Edinboro,'PA Q 1 to 0. '
. ,

Option

78 29 42-

Total

,

13

6

, 9-

24
.,.%

5

.2

)27
.."

11

.23.

..
2

7

ld

1

149-

ra
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY BACKGROUND INFORMATION FOR PAR11ICIPANTS
COMPLETING SPRING, 1977 DPRI COURSE

I tom

(N =" 149) '

Responses frequency

Sex, . Male 30

Female 117.
No response - 2

Age. 21 :* 30 85.

31 - 40 32

41 - 50 j
1 *

21

51 - 60 . . 10
61 and over -.

1
;.

,No response . 0

Type of community where Rural' 119
; particOant 'worked Suburban 19

-Urban. 11

No response 0

U

Percentage

20.0
78.5
1.5

I .
57, 0

.

21.5
14.0 _

6.5 Tr'

0.51.-

r-,,0:9',

, 80.0 .

13.0
7.0 ,

0.,o.

,

Grade, level taught glementary - all grades 24 16:0
K r

6l v 4.0 -
1 - 3 , 37 25.0' -.

4 - 6, . 54
.

36.0
7 .- 12 25 17.0
No response, . 3 2.0

Position during , Classroom teacher - 97 .

1976-1977 academic ,Reading, specialist - 8

year Special edUcation teacher 11

Schorr administrative
. , position 9

24 .Other
,No response 0

GRE verbal score

A

.

400 or below
401 - 450
451 - 500 .

501 -.550

?'
7

7

2

551 'or above ) 3
.

No response -1L15

GRE quanti.tative,score 400 or bele./ 7

401 - 450 , 4 (

451 - 500 7
501 - 550 0

, 551 or above 2

No response 129 .

2

65.0
5.5
y.5

6:0
16.0

. 0.0

N3.5
4.5
4:5
1:5
2.0

84.0

4.5
2.5
4.5
0.0

1.5

86.5
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TABLE 2 -- ..CONTINUED

go,

L

Item

Work experience in
teaching

Experience as a
reading specialist

Undergraduate'GPA
k '(4 points = A)

2,2,4

...

Graduate. PA .

. (4 points = A)

Responses

1 year or less
2 - 5 years
5 -- 8 years

9 - 15 years

16 years or more
No response

. ,

FrOuency.
I

28
49

l 28

1 29' .

15

0

High sch of diploma - 4
Baccalawr ate 107
Master's 35
Specia]is 1

Doctorate° 1

No respon4e 1

None 128
,

1 year or less 10
2 --3 years .'6
4-- 5 years , 1

6 years or more 3

No respoRse . 1

Less than 2.5 1.0 -..

-2.51 - 2.75 '23
2.76W- 3.25 40
3.26 - 3.50 53
3.51 - 4.00 16

.

No.respoqe c 7

Less than'3.0 3

3.01 - 3.25 12

3.26 - 3.50 9

- 3.75 25
3.76 - COO 43
No response , 57

rA
-,4

3.51

K''.

.-

Last degree Completed

0
.:

Percentage

19.0'

33.0
19.0

19:5
10.0

,
0.0

86:0
-6.5

. . 4.0
0.5

2.0

0.5

6.5

15.5
27.0
'35.5

10.5
4,5

2.0
8.0

6.0
17.0

29.0
38.5

2.5

72.0'

23.5
0.5
0.5
0.5'

Taking course for Yes
0

C142 95.5
,

credit No , 6 4.0
No response 1 0.5

If regiitered for 10 7.0
credit, where Other 132 92.5

No response .7 0.5

2

1111
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'. Item
$.

Number of undergraddate. None 62 . 4I.5
reading courses 1' . 41 27.5

2 21 -
.

S , , 12 8.0'Z,
,.

. 4 or more, 9 6.0
No response 4 2.5

,

limber of rgiaduate None . .96 , 64.5
reading courses , 1 33 22.0

2 5 , 3.5
.. 3-

1 ''' 0.5
.1 4 or more'. 6 (- 4.5

/ No response 8 5.5 .
.- .

Purpose of present. . Baccalaureate 2 1.5
college enrollment Master's degree or

doctorate 60' 40.5, .

-1 Maintain teaching'certi-
ftcate 25 17.0 ._

Other 27 18.0
Not enrolled 27 10.0
No response - .8. 5.5

4 .

TABLE 2 -- CONTINUED

.Responses. Frecitiency ,Percentage

a midterm test mthi61 consisted of 30 itemsifrom the pretest. These items

were based on information covered tp,the first six sessions. A posttest,

6 4

which related to4the last 10 programs, was administered during the final

class meeting. This test consisted of three versions, one for each of the

class options: K-3, 466, and K-6. Each form consisted of 35 items, 20 in

common and 15-related to the vidbotaped program appropriate to the option

Chosen`by the student. These tests were designed to measure theicOgnitive

learning that took place in diagnostic and prescriptive reading instruction

as a result of the course.

f
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TABLE 3

SCHEDULE OF INSTRUCTIONAL. ACTIVITIES

.

Session

,

ate

.

_

,i,., Activities .

2

.

, Evaluation*
TV

,Programs Seminars
Ancillary
Activities

1/25/77 -Pretest;AttitUde ant
Background Question- l' -4, X

2/1/77 naire ,-

2 2/8/77
_

v 2 X

3 2/15/75
.

.
3

.

X

4 - 2/22/77
.

- 4 X.

5 .& 6 - 3/1/77 e 5& 6 X

7 3/8/77 1

8 3/15777 Midtern)mapination

9 3/22/77 7\7 X

10 3/29/77 8 il X

1 4/5/77

,

, - I 2

12 4/19/77 10 . X
. ,

13 4/26/77
.

. 7 11 & 12
,

X

14 5/3/77
. .

13 & 14 X-

'X15 5/10/77 15 .
,

16 :.5/17/77 3

.17 5/24/77
.

16

18 5/31/77 POSttest,.Atiitude Test,
Summative Report Form

*In addition to the'evaluation instruments listed on the table:

1) the Equ4ment Report and Student SatisfactiOk Formmas completed after each
class session except March 15 and May 31 by the site coordinators;

.....

2) the Instructional Activities Rating Form Was completed by one-half of.the
parttciAnts at each site -after very television program and seminar.,

24
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Attitude Questionnaire. Participants completed the attitude portion

of the Combined Attitude and Background Questionnaire during the first and

last class sessions. The instrument was composed .021 Likert scale items,

with 1 indidating Strongly diiagree and 5 indi Sting strongly agree. The

instrument was designed to measure participants attitudes toward the methods 40

and theories of reading instruction.

Factor analysis of the attitude questionnaire used during the Spring

1975 DPRI course revealed a unifactoi structure with the.first factor

accounting for 70% of the estimated common variance (Factor loadings for

each item are,included in AESP Technical Report #12). The questipnnaire

adpinistered during the Spring 1977 course consisted of the items from the

earlier questionnaire.which had loadings between + .30. Item scores were

reversed for negatively worded items.

Equipment Report and "Student Satisfaction Form. At the end of each

class session the Equipment Report and. Student Satisfaction Form was completed

by the site coordinators. This form was used tp repoit the quality of the

audio And 'video signal received and any technical difficulty with the equips

ment. 'The site cooedinators also used this form to subjectively evaluate

the participants' satisfaction with the taped prbgrams, the seminars, and

ancillary activities. Thii form replaced the Site Coordinator's Checklist

used during the Spring 1975 DPRI course.

Instructional Activities Rating Form. '4prokimately one-half of the

.paeticipants at each site completed an Instructional Activities Rating Form

'(IAR) after each class meeting. The even numbered students completed the

form at one session and odd numbered students at the next session. Thus, the

'responsibility for completing'the instrument alternated between the participants.
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This questionnaire sought participants' reactions to the session's

instructional activities and replaced the Class Rating Form (CRF) used during

the Spring 1975 DERIEogi.se. Thetiestionnaire covered the television

programs, the live, interactive seminars; and the ancillarytivities. The

participants completed only the parts of the form that corresponded to that

_session's activities. The students were'also asked to rate seven instructional-

activities.accordtng to the quantity of useful information they received from

each. The standard of compariion'was the traditional instructor:tapht course.

A fiVe-point Likert scale (1 = outstanding to 5 = unacceptable) was used for

the rating.
..

Summattva Report Form. The Summative Report Form (SRF) w44used to

measure %be site coordinator's perception of the overall quality of the course.

This form replaced the Summative Comments F used during theSpring 1975

DPRI course Which was completed by both pa' icipants and site coordinators.

For this course however, student ptin were included on the Instructional
4

Activities Rating Form, thus elimin g the need for the student to complete

both of thes forms.

'The.SPF asked site coordinators to rate each-cOmponent of the Course

and their satisfaction with the operation of the equipment. A five-yoint

Likert scale qxcellent to 5 .uqFceptable) was used for"the ratings.-

'26



Resuti
,

'As,stated in the introduction, this report is organized-around four

research questions. The results .for each of these questions follow:

Hol were_participants' learning and attitudes affected?
#

The,resUtts of the participants' perfdrmance on the achievement and

_attitude-measures were analyzed using a multivariate analysis of variance
,

for repeated measures. The factors In the andlysis were clusters of.sites,

sites nested within clusters, and administrations. The four clusters in-

cluded in the analysis were Alabama, Virginia-North Carolina, Maryland.--

West Virginia, and New York = Pennsylvania (Tennessee was not included

"betailltpre- and posttests were only returned from one Tennessee site).

The.frequency of participants at each' site by cluster included in the 1,

. ahalysieare presented,in Table 4, Only those participants who completed

'the pre- and past- attitude measures,' and the pre-:, mid-, and'post-achieve- ,

ment measures Wera included in the analysis (total,m

The results the multivariate analysis of variance are presented.

in-Table 5. The results indicate "a significant difference overall for

sites within clusters, for administrations, and for the interaction of

administrations and sites within clusters. The results of univariate

analysis of variance for the dependent measures provide.added insight into

the Meaning of the above results. These argeported in Tables 6, 7, and 8.
.

The results indicate that the changes occurred only on the achieve-

Ment measure. The participants did, not manifest a change in their,attitudes

as a relish df"pirticipating in the course. the results indicate that

differential improvemeneddcurred for the participants on the ach em t

measure within sites in clusters. Nevertheless, ter! was an overall

significant improvement on the achievement measure from pre- to posttest..

27
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'TABLE 4

FREQUENCY'OF PARTICIPANTS BY SITE BY CLUSTER INCLUDED'IN MANOVA

Site by Cluster Frequency '

Alabma

6
Huntsville
Rainsville
Guntersville'

Virginia - North Carolina

tkleyville
Boone

---Norton Teacher Corps

Maryland - West Virginia

Cumberland
McHenry
Keyser

V

r

9_

13

.24

5
2

27

11

23

2 ,

New York - Pennsylvania ,

Fredonia 7

Olean* 10
Edinboro 1

Total 140-

r

0

.4,
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- TABLE 5

MANOVA FOR PREe AND POST-ACHIEVEMENT AND ATTITUDE MEASURES

Source d.f. Multivariate F

,Between Subjects

Clusters (c) 8,16 1.32

Sites within -,Clusters (S:C) 18,268 2.20
48.

WithilfSubjects,

,2,134 312.45''Administrations (A)

A. C 8,16 1.27

A xS:C 18,268 2.56

:p<

p-

.30

.0039

,.6001

.3234,

.0007

TABLE 6

UNIVARIATE ANALYSIS foRsITEi WITHIN'CLUSTERS*,

Sourde Mean Square Univariate F p< Step-DoWn F p<

. -

:Attitude _ ". 1.58 1.'81' .07 1.81 .07

Achievement '- 595.26 2:37 .02 2.61 :000
1

PG

TABLE 7

UNIVARIATE ANALYSIS FOR ADMINISTRATIONS (PRE AND POST)

-
11

Source . Mean:Square' .Uniiariate F co< Step-Down F 7j< r'

. .,. V

Attitude,. .44
A L

.72 . ,40 .72 .40

Achievement. 73220.00 ` 62941 -.0001 , 1,20.89\. .0001

2o-
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S. TABLE 8

UNIVARIWTCANALYSIS FOR THE INTERACTION'QF ADMINISTRATIONS
AND SITES WITHIN CLUSTERS

Source ,Mean Square Univariate F ' p< Step-Down r :p<

Attitude 1.15 :1.89 1.89

Achievement *181.43' . 3.28 .002 3.27 .002

..

?TABLE-4

OLIABILITIES, MEANS, AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF ATTITUDE
`AND COGNITIVE ACHIEVE? IT TESTS

,

Number of items
Mean

Mean SD If

,7444k1AT4
(Items)

Attitude pretest
.

21
1(

.6 2

149 7
Attitude posttest 21-

Cognitive pretest , 40 :,-'

, I-4,
Cognitive midterm 30

. - ,
_Cognitive ppsttest

.

K -3 opiipn, 35

4-4 Optilln 35 r
w N ,..

K- 6- \option . 35!

74.75

76.14

13.26-

12.68

.72 38.2 7.66
,

.74 21.9 4.01

e ,

.65 22.4 3.95

.72 24.6 4.21
Vi

.69 4.15 4.754

149 j

149
.

149

29,

42

78

I

*This test actually had 5Q items. However, there are three option points and
each'pertOn only answered 35 items.

Table 9 presents the means and standard deviations for the seve

versions of the achievement tests used to measure cognitive,achievemen

and fqr the attitude pre- and posttest.

A

30

t
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How effective were the learning activities and methods of presentation and
-L)

how might they be Improved?

The Instructional Activities Rating Form (IAR) and portions of the

Equipment Report and Student.Satisfactipn form were"used.to evaluate the

perceived effectiveness of each lea)Wing activity. The-following learning

activitia were rated: videotaped TV programt, seminars,-and ancillary

activities. Ratings for each activity on each day' were obtained from

se\,
IAR. These ratings for each item summarized for all class meetings

, .

andare discussed in the fallowing parts of this 'report. ite ordinator's

ratings of student satisfaction of the learning activities are pre -nted in

Table 10.

Videotaped TeltvisionPrOgrams. Table 11 Presents the students'

evaluition of the televised programs. Overall evaluation of the videotaped

lessons as between "gobd" and "very good ". On a scale of 1 to 5 where 1.

is excellent and 5 is poor, the average overall rating for the program was 2.68.

The other items were rated similarly. The majority of the participants

felt that coverage of material and the amount of time spent dtscussihg

theoretical aspects, procedures, and examOles were adeqgte (items 6, 7, and

8). In all cases,/powever, a-significant number felt that more time should

have been spent on all "these areas, and that the programs would have been more

effective if less material hadbeen presented but in greater:depth. The most

frequent suggestions for improvement were amplification of.main points, and

more summary statements.

Comments focused mainly.on the pace and Ae techni 1 quality of the

programs: is
.

0

s. - supplied alot of information too fastto.compr il

- too much covered and not in depth enough
1

'more coverage at slower,pace.

4
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TABLE .10 .

SITE COOROINATORSt*MEAN. RATIN .OF PARTICIPANT SATISFACTION
. WITH. LEARNI G ACTIVITIES

(

. a

,

Session Program
Videotaped
Progfam

Seminar
Ancillary
ACtivities

1
.'

2

.3

51E16

9

AO

.41

12

13

1
14

15

1 16

17

18

Total

c

TV, 1°

TV

TV' 3

TV 4

TV 5 & 6

Seminar

Exam

TV 7'

TV & 9

Seminar 2

TV ,10

TV 11&12

"TV 13 &14

TV 15'

Seminar 3

TV 16

Exam

2.43,

2.42

1.90 I

1.92
1-1

1.89

1.90 ;
y-

1.80

1.54

1190

1.9Cr

1:97

2.00

411

1.38

1.89

1.71

2.50.

2.38

2;38'

2.22
r '

2.17

. . 464.1.

1.63

2.22

1.89

se-

4

I

2.08

Ratidgs: 1 3 excellent
, 2 3 very good

* good

4 fair
5 3 poor'

I

4*

/
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INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES RATING FORM SUMMARIZED ACROSS ALL PROGRAMS
PAT : VIDEOTAPED TV PROGRAMS

TABLE IT / .

Item #

1.

2.

3.

5.

Content,. Frequency Percentage

t

The presenter's disc of, materialtwa4;

a) excellent 160 14%

b very .good 447 39%

c, good 440 38%

d fair 162 e9%
e) :poor 9 1%

The classroom scene withthe presenter
describing activities Was:

a) excellent'
b) very good

123 .

436
111,
38%

c) good
d) fair

477,
100 .

42%.
9% .

e) poor 13 1%

The presenter's explanation Of the
graphic materials was:

a) excellent 70 6%

b) 'very-good 351 31%

c). good 538 48%
d) fair 134' .12%

poor 26 2%

The scores of a teacher working Witistudents
gate :

a) excellent 133 12%

b) 'very good 419 36%
good 467 41%
fair '116 10%

.poor 15 1%
. .

.

The interviews of experts or, practitioners

were:
/

a excellent 99 9%

4

b very good 379 35%

c .good.,

d fair
485
'111.

45%
10%

e) poor ,
.

15
, 1% "

4

33-

f
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TABLE 11.-- CONTINUED

Item #. Content

I

6Frequency6. 6

Percentage

6. Amount of time discussing theoretical
aspects:

ismii

a) much more time-,
b" somewhat more time
c covetape was adequate
4 somewhat less time .

e muck less time

7. Amount of time discussing procedures for
using materials:

a) much more time

c
) ,

coverage was ac quate
d somewhat less tine
e much less tim

b somewhat more t me

8. Amount of time spent on examples. of
application in classroom:

a ;much more ;dime
b° somewhat ,chore time

. c coverage/we§ adequate
d) somewhat less time
e) much less time

9. program more_effective if:

a)

c

e)

less material

lesg material
more material
more'material

coverage was

at greater depth

in less depth
relevant,to central issues

adequate

10. The presenter might have been more acceptable
if:

a) he /she spoke more clearly
b) he/she appeared more knowledgable

about subject area
c) he/she spoke in a more natural manner
d) he/she was quite acceptable

11. The program might haVe been easier to
f011ow with:

4
a) more explicit transitions between ideas

)/ b) more careful organization Of content
c) greater amplification of main points

'd) more summary statements .

, 223

778
-;65

15

.

19r
68%
6%
1%

;',

89 8%
,

30d 26%
708 62%
47 44
6 1%

86 7%
293 25%
706 61%
55 '5%

. 11 1%

208 18%
74 6%
89 8%

-118 10%

658 57%

66 6%

33 , 3%

164 15%
835 76%,

147' 15%
78 8%

476 48%

V295 30%

.5
,f 344
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TABLE 11 CONTINUED

Content

12. , Effect or program on teaching:

}

a little or relevance
b would like ( to use it, but probably won't
c would like to use it, but don't under--

stand it enough
di I plan to use it .

,

e) something r already know. or am using'
...

13. Graphic-materials could have been used in
the program: .

.

a much more frequently
b more frequently

. c) use was satisfactory)
d) less frequently

. .
e) much less frequently

T4: Graphic materials needed to be held on
the screen:',

/t

much longer
somewhat longer\
time was adequate
somewhat shorter
much shorter

15. The pace of the program

much slower,
somewhat slower .

pace was satisfactoilt
somewh faster
much aster

a

b

c

'e

should be:

16. The arity of the picture was:.

a) excellent
b) 'vary good

,o) good
d) -fair
e) poop

414

17. The ity, of theliound was:

a)^ excellent 7')
---.-- b') very good

c.) g'6ocl.

d) fair......, ,.....

-4,1
e)- poor-

,k,, ../

3r'

Frequency Percentage

115 10%
173

.

15%-

140 12%
590 52%
125 11%

55 5%
215 19%
827 73%
37-/ 3%
5 0

185 16%
351 31%
589 52%

8 . 1%
2 0

122 11%
316 27%
652_ 57%
58' 5%

4 0

211 18%

344 30%
366 31%
154 13%,

87' 7%

170 . 15%.

332 29%
355 311
182 16r%

121 10%

3

,3

lir
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TABLE 11 -- CONTINUED

Item # Content Frequency. Percentage

18. There were annoying distractions jn the
'room:

. a -*very often
b often

.

c occatio011y .

d) irarely . . 0

e),-never
4,4" .1fr -

.

37
70

266'

479
303

3%
6%

23%
41%
26%

. .

lg. Overall evaluation of TV program:
.

a) excellent 86 7%
b very good 407 35
c good 475 41%
d

i

fair 164 14% -.
e poor 21 - 2%

20. Do you have a specific comet:

'a) yes 80 7%
b) no 1028 '93%

program too fast

- garbled sound

- audio-video problems

- sound low

- couldn't hear
r

The maiorit; of the participants (76%)?felt.that the presenter was

O

t

.

quite acceptable. Sixty-three percent of the participants indicated that

they plan to useDPRI in their teathing.or were already doing so. These

results are similar to those obtained. during the earlier DPRI course.

36.
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Site monitors' comments varied from extremely positive to critical

c
and.focused.primarily on the program content:

noeenough specific information

- use advanced organizers
4

- lectures were good and content very worthwhile

- ,quality of content excellent

- some material outdated.

Seminars. Participants' ratings of the live, interactive seminars are

preiented in Table 12. The overall rating of the three seminars was 2.55 which

is between "good" and "very good". Each seminar was rated similarly although

.

the second was rated Oightly
/

Nigher than the first and last. The majority

of the participants felt that the answers they received were useful and

v aluable and that questions should continue to be answered via teletype and

VHF. The most frpquent suggestions foi improvement werethe use of more direct

answers, occasionaftimmary statements, and more classroom examples.
s

Most of the comment's, however, were positive As indicated by the

representative comments below:

- well organized

- guest speakers were well informed
mw

- seminars more valuable than TV sessions because they're more specific

- .monitor summarized and added to guests' responses

- informal atmosphere is very gOod.

The site monitors rated student reactions to the seminars. The average

rating-for all three seminars was 1.79 (on a 1 to 5 scale). The site monitors

also rated the second seminar higher than the other two, giving it a mean

rating of 1.38.

tr'
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TABLE 12

INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES RATING FORM SUMMARIZED ACROSS ALL PROGRAMS
PART II: SEMINARS .

Item It Content .Frequency Percentage

21.. Improve effectiveness of seminar by:format
change:

a) --1-hour TV seminal' and 15 minutes
intermission 4

b) 2 hours TV seminar and 15 minutes
intermission

c) 1 hour TV sethinar.and opportunity to

.generate questions during and 15 .

minutes prior to theprogram
d) 1 hour seminar with direct voice hook-up
e) other

22. lEprove effectiveness of seminar:

,
a) moderator answer questions alone
b) use more teachers as guests

,.,. 9 use more professors and experts as guest
d fine as is

. 23, Facilit#te the generation of more meaning-
ful questions: ,

a) begin with 10 minute course content'
summary

b) begin with 10 minute film of'previous
programs '

c) begin with thort film of new material
d) use whole seminar for question answering

and discussion
eY other .

.
.

24. Increase the value of the amswersto the '

questions:

_-,--------
i a less_theory

b more classroom examples . ,

c more direct answers
s4

d) less repetition in answers
e) satisfied as is

.

'

36

88

23

)01
98
1

, 4.

28%

7%

32%
32%
0

27 9%
60 20%

-- 54
162

18%
53%.

106 . 35%

41 14%
55 18%

97 32%
2 1%

.

.

17 6%
61 . 20%
80 27%
20 7%

123 41%

4 !
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TABLE 12 CONTINUED

V

ft Item # Content Frequency Percentage

25. Seminar moderator more effective:

. a) keep gueits more on topic 27 10%
b) provide occasional summary statements 160. 62%
c) allow each guest equal time 23' 9%
d) keep a faster pace 49 19%

26. TheNfilm.segments used as sources of
stimulation were:

a) extremely useful 13 5%
b) very useful .. 48 18%
c) somewhat useful ... 86 32%
d completely useless 5 2%
e not applicable 115 43%

27. Advisability of continuing to answer
questions via teletype or VHF:

a) yei
b) no

244 86%
41 ' 14%

28. Usefulness of answers received via
teletype or VHF:

a) yes 227 83%
b) pl 45' 4"17%

29. Overall, evaluation of seminar: .

a excellent
b . very good
c good
d .fair
e poor

39 13%
111 37%
101 34%
40 13 %'

7 2%,

30. Specific comments:

a) yes 27 9%
b) no 258 91%

33
I
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Ancillary Activities. Table 13 presents participants' ratings the

ancillary activities used during the course. The overall evaluation of the

ancillary activities was between "good" and "very gOod" (average rating . 2.75).

Fifty-eight Percent of the. participants agreed that the assignedwork was

useful and 73% felt the activities could be applied to. their classrooms.

Fiftyt'percent of the participants felt that too much reading material was

assigned., Only7% of,the students spent more than one hour working on

laboratory activities. ,Representative comments varied: .

- too much reading

- simplify"directionSion activities

- quite ... well prepared

- assignments are interesting and helpful.

Site monitors rated students' Satisfaction with the ancillary materiaTi

as very good (average rating = 2.02).

How reliable was the equipment used during the'course?

The videotaped programs and interactive, live seminars were broad-

cast via the ATS-6 delivery. system. The questions duffing the.seminar

were mitted from the sites by teletype or telephone.

Fah lowing each program, the Ate monitors completed the'Equipment

Report and Student Satisfaction Fork(ERSS). This information was used

to determine'the reliability of the equipment and the quality of the

reception. Table 14 summarizes the ratings of the audio and video reception.'

across all sessions. The video signal contained little or no 'clisiorton

86% of the time and the distortion was only slightly or not at all,annoying

8

j
% of the time. The audio signal was rated gas. good 87% of the time and

A

e signal strength was good 81% of the time.

40
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.

. TABLE 13

UCTIONAL ACTIVITIES .PATING FORM' SUMMARIZED ACROSS ALL PROGRAMS
PART III: ANCILLARY ACTIVITIES

1

Item # Content Frequency T.:,.-..Percentage

31., Use of materials from reference

.a) very often .

b) Often '

) occasionally

,e1

rarely
never

..,

32. Amount of time spent working in lab: ,

. -
.

a) 3 inutes or less
b) 45 minutes
c) 60 minutes
d) 90 minutes / 4
e) two hours or moo

33. Ancillary activities should have covered:

a) much more- material
b) somewhat more material
c) ,material covered was adequate
d) somewhat less material '

.

e) much less material

34. Instructions fOr ancillary,actiVities were
,I ,clear:,.

a) strongly agree
)

* -

b moderately agree
c no opinion or neutral

,,d moderately disagree '.

e strongly disagree
....

, / ,

35; Ancillary activities were relevant to
the TV grogram:

. a strongly Agree.
b moderately agree
c no Opipion or neutral,

g)
moderately disagree

) strongly disagree

.

41

79
184
305
156
256

-8%

19%
31%
14%
26%

1 <,

Ct

"

314 30%
229 22%
212 -20%
197 . '19% )

. 95 9%

17 . 2%
46
688 '66%
220 21%
78 7%

,........1%.

195 18%
.480 45%
203

i
142 -...

19%
13%

37 . 4% 4

275 . 26%
550 - -52% -

157 15%
63

. 6%
10 1%
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TABLE 13 -- CONTINUED

Item # Content , . Frequency _Percentage-
.

36. Time ,allowed for completion of'.ancillary
activities adequate:

a strongly agree
b ,

/'

moderately agree
'c no opinion or neutral

e) strongly disagree" It
d) moderately disagree

37. Ancillary activities practical and
applicable to the classroom:

. .. a . strongly agree
* b moderately agree ,

c no opinion or neutral
d) moderately disagree
e) strongly.,disagree

r

38. Too much reading material
class preparation: ,

assigned for

a) ',strongly agree
b) moderately agree.
c no opinion or neutral

.
d .moderately disagree
e strongly disagree

39. Preparatory rddings more releVantito

- 146

446
197
177
90

'217
. '544

188
1 78

26

212
314
321

157
53

_

illary activities:

a strongly agree
b moderately agree
c no opinion .r neutral
: ) moderately disagree
) strongly disagree

40. Materials on reference shelf not relevant
to ancillary acttvities:

.

47
243

478
.1205

75

a. strongly agree. At
-b _moderately agree 133
c no opinion or neutral 470
d) moderately disagree , 198
e) .strongly disagree

)15

42

'. 14%

:-.

,42%
19%
17%
9%

c,

--:

r

21%
52%
18%
7%.

2%

.20 %'

30% 4

30% O

15%

.5%

1 4%
23%
46%
20%

7%

5%.

14%
49%
21%
12%
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Item #

iABLE'13 -- CONTINUED

.Con ent Frequency Percentage

41. Assigned homework quite useful:

4
a) strongly agree 156 15%

453 43%b)---rriuderttetragra---
c) no opinion or neutral 297 28%
d) moderately disagree 114 11%
e) strongly,` disagree 32 3%

42. Overall all evaluation:

a) excellent. 66
b) -very good A . 334
c) good- 462 44%
d) fair 167 16%
e) poor ° 19 2%

43. Any especially innovative or creative
activities:

a) yes 166 17%
b) no 810 83%

44) Specific comments:

a) yes. c-55 5%
b) no , 958. 95%

Site monitors' ratings of eqUipment functi0hing of the ATS-3 system

across all sessions are presented in Table 1k and ratings by sites are

presented in Table 16. These results indicate a great deal of variability

'from site to site and session to session in technical quality
Jr
of the programs.

Site monitors also used the.Summative pmments Form to rate several

aspects of using the equipment connected witty-the course These results are
4

presented in.Table 17. Only one out of 12 site monitors responding felt the

eqUipment and relaiit procedures were difffcult to use and did not-like

operating the equipment. Less than half of the monitors ,responded to items.

4.0
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4' TABLE 14

QUALITY OF RECEPTION SUMMED ACROSS SITES AND SiSSIONS

Frequency Percentage

VideoS-ignal Rating

,

6%
4%

4%

15%
71%

Perceptibility

11

7

7

28

128.

.

Picture -not perceptible.
2. Vety perceptible distortion
3. Some flistortion

.4. Very little distortion
5. No distortion

?.1:

Objectionablenes$ Of distortion.
. ...

, ., ,.

_ 1. % Extremely annoying- 12 7%
2. Very annoying`. 4, 2%
3. Definitely annoying 4 2%,
4. Slightly 4nrIcyi n§.

. 36 20%
5.' Not .annoying

S .. .

,- ,. 125 69%

Audio Signal Rating

Readability

10

44
6%

8%

rl Poor
.1. 42. Fair

3. Good. 157 87%
4

Signal Strength

I. Very weak'
4

13 7%
.2. Fair 22
3. Good 146 81%

4

,related to their,satisfaction with the equipment repar service. This

limited response 'Makes conclys;42ns about the repair service difficult. The.,

most frequent complaint, however, was with the quality of the reception.

45f,

S

4

0
I 4.4
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TABLE 15

SITE MONITOR'S RATINGS OF EQUIPMENT FUNCTIONING BY SESSION

f

Session Date tudio Video

1 ;/1/77- 3.00.;'x 2.92 4.46 x 4.46

2 2/8/i7 2.85`x 2.62 4.00 x 3.92

3 2/15/77 .3.00 x 2.92 4.75.x 4.75

4 r 2/22/77 2.58 x 2.50 3.83 x 3.92

5 3/1/77 t77 x 2.77- 4.54 x 4.62 - 1:

6 3/8/77 2.85 x 2;85 4.38 x 4.46

7 3,2/77 2:75x 2.83 4.83 x 4.75

8 3/29/77 2.83 x 2.75 4.50 x 4.50

9 . 4/5/77 3.00 x 3.00 4.82 x 4.82

10 4/19/77 2.67 x 2.50 4.17 x

11 4/26/77 2.75 x 2.50 4.42.x

12 5/3/77 ;.00 x 3.00 '4.83 x 4.83

13 5/10/77 2.83 x 2.75 4.83 x 4:sa

14. 5/17/77 2.64 x 2.55 4.27 x 4.27

'15 :'A 5/24/77
Elt

2.64 x 2.55 3.82,sx 3.82
.

Video Signal Rating

Distortion and/Or Noise Perceptibility,

1. Picture content impossible to ascertain
-2. Very perceptible distortion and/or

noise but picture content ascertai9able
3. Definitely perceptible distortion And/

or noise
4: Barely petceptible distortion and/or .

oise
5k...:Imperuptible Audio Signal Rating Scale

Scale

Distortion and/or Noise
Objectionableness

1. Extremely annoying
2. Very annoying
'8. Definitely annoying
4. -Slightly annoying

L)5. Not annoying

Readability

1. Unreadable -

2. Readable With difficulty
3. ' Readable with practically no

difficulty; or no difficulty.

I-

4

P.

Signal Strength

I. Faint .signalss or very weak

signals

45 2. Pair signals
3. Abod signals or very good signals
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TABLE 16

SITE 'MONITOR'S RATINGS OF EQUIPMENT FUNCTIONING BY SITS

a I .1

Si to Audio

'10 Huntsville

. 11 Riinsville

12 Guntersville

15 -LaFollette

16 Tazewell

20 Norton

21 Stickleyville

. 22 Boone

25, Cumberland

26 McHenry

27. Kgyier

35 Fredonia

36 Olean

N

%.
2.80 x 2.80

2.27 x 2:20-

2.73 x 2.20

,3.00 x 3.00

2.85 x 2.85--

3.00 x 3.00

240 x 2.53

3.06 x 3.00

3.00 x

.2,57 x 2.57

3. oacx 3.00

. 2.93x 2.93'

2.71 x 2.71

Video

3.93 x 3.87

90

I

3..87 x 3.80 .

3.24 x-3.40

5.00 x_.5.:00

4.77 x-4.77

'4.86 x 4.79

4.73 x 4.73

5.00 x 4.87

4.80 4.80

4.00 x 4.00

4.00 x 4.00

4.73 x 4.93

4.50 x 4.50.

,Video Signal Rating Scale

Distortion and/or Noise Perceptibility Distortion ind/or Noise
. ajectionab eness

1. Extremely annoying
2. Very annoying
3.. Definitely annoying
4. 'Slightly annoying
5. Not annoying

5. Imperceptible Audio Signal Rating Scale

1. Picture content impossible to ascertain
2. Very perceptible distortion and/or

.

noise but,picture content ascertainable
3. Definitely perceptible distortion and/

or noise
4. Barely perceptible distortion and or

noise-

Readability

1. Unreadable
2. Readable with difficulty
3. Readaktle'with practically no

diffidulty, or no difficulty
*m,

Signal Strength

1. Faint signals or very weak
, signals

4 2. Fair signals
3. Good signalspbr,very,g6Od signal

46
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TABLE 17

SITE MONITOR'S RATINGS OF EQUIPMENT

Frequency . Percentage

1 s Is I -

. a) strongly agree
b) agree

c
neutral

d disagree
e) strongly disagree

2. I like operatingthe eqUipment:

a), strongly agree
b) agt
c) neutralal

d) disagree
e) strongly disagree

3. Equipment .check is easy to do:

a) strongly agree
b agree
`c neutral
d disagree

4°** e strongly disagree

'.4. Equipment Report and Student SatiSfaction
instrument is easy to use:

a

b

d

e

strongly agree
agree,

neutral
disagree
strongly disagree

Repair Service .
..---

was satisfactory. stroniN agree agree neutral

,

7

4

-!0

/1
0

\
\s6 .7;

3
if

; 27%
1 9%
1 9%
0

0,,

7 64%
2 18X
1 9% .

1 9 %

0 0

55%
3 27%
1 - 9%

0

disagree strongly dis'agree

UHF ,t, 2 1 e 2 0

ATS-6 ., 2 1 0 0 3

Teletype 1 / 2 -0 0 1

Telecopier
, I.' D 0 0 0.

.3

p

44,

4
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What was '`the overall evaluation' of the'course?.;

The overall rating of the course was obtained from participants'

responses,lOn Part,IV of the Instructional Aotivities,Rating Form. seven

aspects of the course. were rated in comparison to traditional, instructor -

Table 18. The site monitors received the highest ratings with in average

of 2.11 which is good. This result is similar to the earlier.course when,

the SAe coptdinatort also received the highest ratings. The,other

features of the course were all rated similarly and were between good and

average. Onsite-,references were rated the lowest with,an average rating

of 2.62. This may have been a reflection of student dissatisfaction-that

all sited did not have sufficient on-site resources available where-they

were meeting.'

The derail rating of the course was also Measured by the Summative

Comments Form which was'completet Sy, site monitort at, the completion of the

course. The monitors rated the television lectures, the live seminars and

the ancillary activities on several criteria. Table 19 presents the results

of these ratings.,

The televised lectures received the highest overall rating and the

highest rating on quality of presentation although. the seminars and ancillary

activities were also rated above average. The Ancillary activities were

rated the highest of the three,atpettsofthe course 'in relation to other

unit activities. The cdntent of'the programs was rated highly for all the

activities. Student reaction, although abdveeaverage, was rated somewhat

lower than other aspects.

46
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J TABLE 18 1\

INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES RATING FORM SUMMARIZED ACROSS ALL PROGRAMS .

' PART IV: 'FEEDBACK Po

,I4

Item # Content

Quantity of useful informatlori received
compared with a traditional instructor

taught courses_

45. Pre-program preparation:.

. a) outstanding
bl good

-2..e. unacceptable

c average
d poor

Mean = 2.51

46. Televised, interactive seminars:

a) outstanding
b) good

e

average
d poor

unacceptable ,

.

. .

Frequency Percentage

88 ' 9%
366 39%

62 7%
.395 42%

-20 2%

96 8%
460 40%
522 45%
55 5%
17 . 1%

, 4 .

'Mean = 2.53'

48. Ancillary activities:

c

d

e

'outstanding
good
average
poor
unacceptable

Mean = 2.47

.

49. The videotaped TV programs:

a) outstanding ..

b) good p. ,

c averse
d poor
e unacceptable, . -.

c..

112 10%
-461 41%
484 43%
54 5%
17 2%

127 . 11%
445 39%
454 40%
93 8%
29 3%

.Mean = 2.52
AA

49'
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TABLE 18 -- CONTINUED'

-

\Content Frequency Percentage

50. Follow -up activities:

a). outstanding Y
. 81 --il I

d
average
good T- 473 42%

502' 44%
poor 56 5% .

e) unacceptable 18 2%

Mean = 2.52

51. On-site reference materials:

a) outstanding 114
b). good . 367
c) average 457
d) poor

. -93

e) unacceptable 48 n

Ian = 2.62)

52. The site monitor:

as Outstanding
b) good

siaverage

poor
e) unacceptable

Mean = 2.11

53. Specific comments:

a) yes
b) .no

11%
34%
42%
9%
4%

287
507

2 %

302 6%
39 3%
11 1%

34 3%
1039 97%

5.0
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TAKE 19'

SITE MONITOR'S RATINGS OF,LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Activity Mean s.d.

r it

Overall rating
Content
Quality of presentation
Student reaction
Relation to other unit activities

/

Televised. Seminars

a -4

2.08
1:92
2.08
2.33_

2.42

.x.79 -
J.08
.67
<89
.79

Overall rating 2.17 c.72

Content 2.17 ,-; .83
Quality of presentation 2.42-- .90
Student reaction . 2.50 1.00- -

Relation to other unit activities 2.67 . '.65

Ancillary Activities

Overall rating 2.25 .45.

Content , 2.17 ,58
Quality of presentation / 2:63 ..64

Student reaction '2.42 .67
,Relatton to other unit activities . 2.14' .71 .

Ratinq'Scale: 1 - generally excellent in that category
2 - excellent at times 1
3 - acceptable
4 - weak at times
5 - generally unacceptable

Pr

.

s-
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How Toes thisAourse compare with the previous course?

l/ r
As in the earlier DPRI course, these students showed a significant

-cgain on the cognitive achievement measures from pre- to post-tests. In

addition; the percentage of correct items was similar-for each course.

During the earlier course the percentage of items

49% to 71%. 'During the current course the percentage increased 'from 48% to 4

between 64% and 76% depending on the course option selected.

As with the earlier course, there were,no significant gains in

_attitudes firom the pre- to posttest measure. The pretest attitudes,
)

however, Were positive as they were durIng the earlier course, making it more

difficult fdr signicant change to occur.

As with the earlier course the ratings for the learning activities

averaged between good and very good. The site4coordinators received the

highest ratings of all the course features at both sessions. During this

course, on-site reference materials received a lower relative rating than
yL

previously. Ancillary activities, however, received relatively higher '

ratings. Seminars received lower ratings during both courses, although

the ratings were still. Above average.

4
. 52

').
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-Conclusions

ti

The DPRI course, which was offered for the third time during

S1

Achievement and attitude test results were similar to these obtained

during the earlier deliveries.. Although botii`'cognitive achievement and

attitudes increased from the first to last session, only achievement

gain was'significant. Attitudes were relatively positive initially,

which may explain the lack of significant improvement in attitude scores.

The learning activities.and methodi of presentation received average

ratings ,of between "good" and "very good" as they did during the previous

deliveries. The videotapes, however, were rated slightly lower during this
,-

latest delivery. This may be a result of the more frequent technical

difficulties.experienced. For both the seminars and taped programs, the

most frequent suggestions for improvement were more direct statements, more

examples; and more summary statements.

During this delivery, site monitors received the highest rating

compared to several aspects of the course. This suggests that t e role of

the site monitor may be an integral part in the success of sate ite

-.delivered coues.

In summary, this course received abolie av rage ratings in all aspects s

and although overall ratings were slightly lower th for previous broad-

casts this was attributed to technical diffic ies and equipment mal-

functions. The most frequent recommendation for improvement was the use of

more concrete-examples and specific information.



- CAREER EDUCATION IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.

Introduction

The Career Education, in the Elementary School'(CEE)course has been

delivered by AESP orj two occasions. The results of the Summer 1974 broad.

cast are presented in AESP-Technical Reports #7 and-9. This report presents

the'imilits of the second deliveryof CEE during the Summer of l977.

Overview of Course

The CEE course surveys the major principles, concepts, and practices

-`of career education in an elementary school setting. 'Specifically, the course,,

Is designed-to-enable teachers to develop career education units that an be

integrated into the traditional subject areas at each.grade level and to

serye'aileaders in the development and implementation of career education

prograts in their school systems.

,structure of Course

Dr. Clayton Offivig, Associate ProftstOr of Vocational Education at the

University of Kentucky was,the instructor for the course.

The CEE course included the following compbnents:*

.1) Thirteen half -hour videotapes;

2) 'Four live seminars;
.3

3) Ancillary materials and activities.

*
Four-channel, audio reviews which were used during .the previous

delivery of the,CEE cotirgvere eliminated from this delivery due to low
ratings. ,

44 54.
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. The
,

purse consisted ofil sessions. Participants normally viewed

two tapes during each sessions and completed the associated ancillary
, ,

'. activities. PartiCipa ts participated in live interactive seminars during

three sessions In add ion to participating' in the seminars, these sessions

included viewing -one v and completing the corresponding ancillary

activities. Three semester hours of 04.aduate credit was awarded upon

completion of the course, .,

. ?
\....

Course Conte nd;Objeciivel

.

,Several objectfves Ire specified(as intended outcomes of the course:

. I) comprehend the major principles:And practices of career
education in an elementarYoschool setting;

.

q. .

.

. 2) recognize the need for career education in an elementary
school setting; ...

3) develop a career edUcation learning experience:
0

4) recognize the formative.nature of the:career education
concept and be aware of areas* of'possiWe conflict among
educators;

5) ini)ro uce career edUcation to an elementary school staff.

The topics and objectives for the twelliel, units were:

TAPE 1. THE CONCEPT OF CAREER EDUCATION

1. defiQe career education in your own words

2. understand 'the need for career education '

54

ezs

3. identify,five basic tenets of career education
.

o TAPE 2: A COMPLETE AREER EDUCATION PROGRAM

*..1.' ideirtiiy th4roles,Of elementary education in the development
Of darknawareness , l

2. identify career awareness concepts appropria for elementary
school students

1

Thefirst tape was intrq4upiory in nature.and is not considered as .

.a unit,'r
it> * .

55
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TAPE 3:

0"
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3. identify and'describe the four phases of a Complete career
education program

JOB CLUSTERING: A TOOL FOR CAREER EDUCATIOI'
o

,underst4d the need for an organized system of :ordering
the-world of'work

2. isientify three basic ways a clasroomteaChercan cluster
or group job information

3. identifytwo basic functions that clusters can serve fora
classroom' teacher

4. 'linderStandlow the elementary school teacher, can use Ouiters
as a tool in infusing career education experiences into his
or her cla'ssroom.

TAPE 4: INTEGRATING CAREER,EDUCiTIQN INTO THE CURRICULUM

1: identify the 3.nbasic ingredients" of a career education
learntng.experience

Z.--,understand the importance orcareer d6elopment concepts
in ,a career education learning experience

3. interrelate subject matter objectives and career education,
objectives

TAPE 5: TOTAL CURRICULUM INTEGRATION

TAPE 6:

1. plan, teach and,evaluate,a career education learning
,experience

understand the fundamentals of Curriculum integration

'

THE COLLECTION, AND UTILIZATION OF INSTRIETIONAL MATERIALS

'1. gpvide for individual diff rences and interests in the
-panning -and, preparation of reer education Materials

j

2. capitalize on areas of high st ent:interest or promo
, student interest through the use of individual and/or

small group activities

TAPE 7:' COMMUNITY RESOtjRCES
0

.1. recognize the.effect Preschool values and the home environ-
.. ment have on an individual's career development

2. recognize the need for parent, community, and teacher
cooperation in career education

34 be aware of the wide variety of community'resources
o.available to classroom teachers

56 0'
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TAPE 8: 1MOIMENTATION STRATEGY .

47
or.

.4. plan, teach, and'evaluate a career education learning
, experience irivolving the use of a resource person.

7. Identify roles of the various school personnel in an
*pigmentation strategy for career education

identify several of the major approaches to. inservice.
training for career education` $,.

3. plan a model for inservice training for your school qstem,

TAPE 9: ATTITUDES ABOUT CHANGE
t .

1. identify current attitudes about .edUcati9nii changeattitudes

2. identify atti des, both pro and con, about career education

3. ditcuss ca e uCation in jrelation to curriculum relevance

TAPE 10: DEALING EDUCA IONAL CHANGE
I

1. identify currentvOns and cons regarding educational change .

2. identify rent pros _and cons about career education

TAPE 11: SPECIAL INTERESTS AND CAREEVEDUCATION
6

1. identify current educational-problem voiced bye special
interest groups .

2. identify the stereotypes you place on certain.interest groups

understand the approach of career education toward Specitl
interest groups'',

-

12: THE REWARDS OF A COMPREHENSIVE CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM

I. identify the 'rewards ofa comprghensivlipper education
. program

siate,three'major points which -indicate'the necessity-for
,' career education.. t

In addition to these taped programst,all students participated in

eariViveinteractive seminars. These seminars enabled participants to-,

interactilith exPerttincareer education instruction:*

4

Itt
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Individual group developental add follow-up activities
-0,

detigned to supplement the tapes were included in the ancillary materials

"provided each, participant. The developmental_ exercises were designea to _

help the student question and think about the concepts of career"

while the follow-ip activitie;/consfsted of actual career education 'rearnin_

,experiencesjor thestudent7to try-in his or herawn.classroom.

Each participantpurchastd the fallowing instructional materials

Royt, Kenneth B., et al. Career Education and.the Elementary School Teacher.
Salt Lake City, Utah: Olympus Publishing Co., 1973. Cost $5s95.

'N.0

Ancillary Materialsfor Career Education-in the Elementary School, prepared
by AESP Resource Coordinating Center Revised ed., 1977. Cost.$6.50

. 0

Method
,---.

Subjects
.

.
, )i'Complete data (all cognitive and affective pre- and posttest measures)

were available on 72 of the'109 personv'who participated ikthe CEE course
.

- ),

offered during SUAmer 1977. Thirty-eight of these students were enrolled a .

. . .
,

nine AESirsitts. Thirty students at Norton Teacher Corpsand four students,at
4

Tennessee Teacher Corps` completed the course with the videotapes
,

and

ancillary materials but did nbt participate via satellite: The number of

participants at:each site is presented in Table.20.

Priicipants completed a combined attitude and background questionnaire

during the first session. This questionnaire consisted of two parts. The
0

first part dealt with attitudes towardi dareemeducation and the second part

with badkground information on the. participants.' This backgrouhqnformation

is summarized in Table 21.

4
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TABLE20.

DISTRIBUTION OF PARTICIPANTS BY SITES
, (Complete Data 'Cases Only) ,

10 Huntsville

15 Tehhessee'TeacherCorp4.

16 Tazewell

20 Norton

23 Norton Teacher Corps

11 Rainsville
,

12 Guntersville

26 McHepry;

-- 27 Keyser

35 Fredonia.

36 blean--

Total

Procedures and Instrumentation'

Site

4)

I-

,
4

4

Number, of-PirticiPants,

3

4

3

2

30

8

4

.1

6

3

. 4

72

I.

The CEE course 'was eValuated,using several; assessment instruments

thatwere completed by couilliparticipants and,by the site monitors. These

;instruments are.described below. ti

Table 22 presents the Class meetin' scheddle, the activities associated

with each iession,,and the evaluation forms completed during the course.

Cogliitiveichievemett Tests. During the first.elass session participants

completed a'pretest of 30 items which were randomly selected from the midterm _

and posttist. This test was designed to measure their knowledge about career

5.9
41

a.
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TABLE" 21

SUMMARY BACKGROUND INFORMATION FOR PIRTICIPANTS
-COMPLETING SUMMER, 1977 CEE COURSE

(tom;

t's
Item

-Sex,
i

Comunity in which you
teach

.....

Age at last birthday

-.

.

\-.

'Position during
R 1976.4977'acadenic r

year ,
,

-1i,

r

Grades you "work with

'Experience teaching

t

4

.

Undergraduate GPA. 1
(4 Joints mi A)

--

-

'Responses , *Frequency

'Mal

4.. .

e \.

Female . .

No response

Rural

Urban ,

Suburban', 1

No response
.c . .,. .;

21 - 30
31 - 40: a

41 - 50
--51 - 60 .

61 or over

..
er ,

I

No response.:
,

Classroom teacher
School counselor
Special education teacher'
School` administrator
Other ,.

)

, Elementary - afl grades
K ,a,

1 !,- 3

4,,:- 6 ';*

7 -".12

No response

1 year or Tess
.

.2 - 4 years-. ,

5 ,- 8 years .

9 7 15 years V

16 Ars or more .
No response '

.

less than 2.50
2:51 - 2.75 ...

..

3

2.76 - 3.25
.26 - 3.50

.3.51 - 4.00
No response

24
48
0

.63

3-

'6

0
,

32

20

10
10

0

0

40
0

1

3

28

13

2

6,

33

18
0

16

25

12

11

-8 '.

'0

,

5

9

'"

if!'

/

Percentage

33..5%

' . 66,5%
;0:0%

a

87.5%
4.0%
8.5%
0.0%

,44.5%.

: 28.0%
14.0%

:14.0%
0.0%
0.0%

55,5%
0.0%
1.5%

''3::(10

18.0%
3.0%
8.5%

46.0%
25.0%
0.0%

'22.0%
34.5%

_16.5%

,E. 1465%
11.0%
0.0%

7.0%
12.5%

28.0%
X32.0% %

. )1.0%
10.0%

60 .reJ
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TABLE 21 CONTINUED

Item Response Frequency Percentage

Graduate GPA
(4 points = A)

less than 2.50
2.51- 2.75
2.76-- 3.25

0
2.

11

3.26 - 3.50 15

3.51 - 4.00 '20
NO respOnse 24

Last degree completed High school diploma 10

)

Baccalaureate
Master's NN

47
11

.

Specialist 1

4 Doctorate 0

4.
No response

c..

3.., .t,

0.0%
3.0%

15.5%.

21.0%
28.0%
33.5%

14.0%
65.5% , '

15.5%
1.5%

. 0.0%

. f!9%.

it
'

,education philosophyind implementation... After the sixth unit, studell,'

completed a midterm examination. This test was composed of 30,items,and

corresponded to the content included in the first 6 lessons. During the

last clas session, a posttest'was administered which consisted of 30
.

,

items that reflected the content of the last 6 unitsw These cognitive .

tests were used to measure learniQg that occurred as a result of participation '

in the CEE course. During the previmis CEE course, unit tests as well as
o

pre- and posttests were administered. Thei4unit tests were eliminated from

the Summer 1977 course delivery. For more information about unit exams see

AESP Teghnical RepOrt #9.

Attitude Questionnaire. Students completed the attitude portion of

.the Combined Attitude and Backgroun tionnaire for CEE on a pre-post

4
basis. This questionnaire consisted.of 25 items which were answered on a 1.

4
to 5 scale where'l indicated strongly disagree and 5 indicated strongly

agree. This instrument was designed to assess the student's affectiVe attitudes
.

towards career education theory, concepts, and philosophy For purposes of

scoring, meant for each item as Will as all items combined were computed.

61
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TABLE 22

SCHEDULE OF, INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Session Date

Evaluation*

Activities

TV
Programs Seitilars

4

Ancillary.
Acttvities.

2

4

5

'6

7

8

9

10

11

7/6/77

7/7/77.

7/12/77

.7/13/77

7/14/77

7/19/77.

7/20/77

7/21/77

7/26/77.

7/27/77,

7/29/77

Pretest, Attitude and
Background Question-

-naire
A

Midterm examination .

-Overview

1 & 2

N

4 &-5

6

7

8

9

Final examination,
Attitude Test,

. Summary Evaluation Form

X,

X

X'

Y

7

*In addition: A Unit Evaluation Form was completed by all participants
After each session. - - -

A,

62'
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J.
Equipment Report and Student Satisfactioh.Form. All site monitors

completed the Equipment Report and Student Satisfaction Form following each

class session. This form wa used to, report chnical functioning of the

qquipment, audio and video .reception, and the site coordinator's, perception

--of -students' satisfaction with, the taped programs, the li4e, interactive

-seminars, and the ancillary activities.

Evaluation Rating Form. After,eadhpunit, participants completed a

5-item evaluation rating form designea to measure their reactions to the

videotaped programs and the ancillary activities. Part ipants responded

eiciritem on a 1 to 7 Likerttypericale anewere ehcour ed to Include

narrative cornmeal; about their reactions. This'form laced the Televised

Lecture Questionnaire and the Laboratory Activities QuestImaire used duting

e

the earlier CEE.course.
. .

Seminar Evaluation-Form. Following each seminar, participantt

completed an 8-item seminar evaluation form desived to assess their reactions

to various aspects of the seminar including the moderator and theseminar,

guests. This form.replaced the Seminar Queltionnaire used during the tarlier

CEE course. , .

Summary Evaluation Form.- During the last session, participants

completed the SuMmary Evaluation Form, Thisistrument was used tb-measure

the,participanit' satisfaction with the various components of the ,urse.

as compared to a traditional instructor taught course. The students also

responded to several questions related to the information' they received

during the course and areas of interest for future programs. '.This form,

replaced thetnstruction Feedback Questionnaire used during the earlier

r

.

CEE course.!

61 . .
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Results 7`------

The evaluation of the CEE course is fodised on the four research

questions presented in the introductory section of this report. The answers

. to these questions are presented belovi.

How were' participants' learning- and attitudes affected?

A pre- to postteit gain analysis was used as a basis to ascertain

the amount participants had learned and the amount of'attitude change that

occurred as a result of participating in the course. The percentage

correct of the cognitive pretest'and the combined midterm and posttest, and

the average rating on the 5 -point scale on-the 25-item attitude pre- and

posttests were used for-the analysis., The,preteit consisted of 30 items

randomly selected from the mi4?,M and posttest. The midterm and posttest
A

each consisted of 30 items.

The analysis of variahce design was an 11 site by 2 .administrations - .

design. Both achievement and attitude were included.in the analysis, thereby,

making a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) design appropriate.

Procedures described by F nn (1968, 1969) for reed measures designsF

were followed.

st.

In*

The results indicated a significant difference for sitesolmultivariate

.

F = 3.94, p <.0001), for administrations (multivariate F = 102.44, p < .0001),

and sites by'administrations (multivariate F p <.003). 'The multivariate
.

resultS are presented in Table. 23. 'The differences fOr all factors occurred

on the cognitive .variable_,(see Table 24). This means thatsa differential

gain in knowledge of 'career education concepts occurred among sites. As is

64 I
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TABLE 23

MANOVA FORPRE- AND POST-ACHIEVEMENT AND ATTITUDE MEASURES

Source
,

d.f. Multivariate F P<

Between Subjects
.

;',4,

Sites 4 20,120 x,.94 .0001

Within Subjects 4
.

Administration . 2,60 102.44 .
.0001

N,
Sites by Administration- 20,120 2.30 :003

TABLE 24

- UNIVARIATE AWSTEP-DOWN F's FOR PRE- AND POST- ACHIEVEMENT
. - AND ATTITUDE MEASURES

Source 41, Univariate F Stepdown F

Sites

Attitude 1.69 .103 1.69 .103

Achievement 6.34 :0001 6.88 .0001

Administrations

Attitude 1.19- .28 1.19 .28

Achievement- /203.94 .0001 199.82 .0001

.Sites by Administrations

Attitude 1.34 '.23 ].34 .23

Achievement 3.45 .001 3:42 .001

465

O..
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reflected in their average score,/ (pretest averages 52.514 Ind posttest

average = 75.292), the participants significantly, improved their knowledge

of career education concepts from pre- to posttesting.

a-While no significant'-difference Occurred,for the attitude 'variable,

the pre- and posttest means'-were 4.001and 4.122 respectively. (For. item

'\1'means see Table 25) These scores indicate a relatively PoSitive attitude

toward career education concepts, existed at the beginning of the course which

was maintained at essentially the same level throughout the course.

Because two Teacher Corps sites (Virginia and Tennessee) used video-

tapes on site, a separate analysis was conducted to compare their performance

to the peflormance of individuals at sites that received the programs via

satellite. The results of this analysis are presented in Table 26._ The
4

results indicated a significant difference between the Virginia Teacher Corps

site and all other 'sites and between the Tennessee Teacher Corps site and

all other sites. The univeriate analyses are presented in Table 27. The

results indicated that the difference between theVirginia site and all

other sites occurred only for the attitudinal variable. The Virginia group's

attitudinal score changed from 3.70 to 3.97, while 411 other sites showed a

change from 4.42 to 4.03 from pre- to posttesting. These results indicate

that the pattern of change for Virginia on the attitudinal variable was

-_-__significantly different than the pattern of change at all 'other sites.

As can be seen in Table 27, the results indicate that the difference

between the Tennessee Teacher Corps site and all other sites can.be attributed

to the cognitive variable. The Tennessee group changed from 29.0% to 55.2%

correct\on the cognitiye measure4 while the. satellite sites changed from 53.3%

to 77.4%. This difference in performance indicates that while participapts

6 Z3

P-
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TABLE 25

ITEM MEANS FROM ATTITUDE SCALE C-

Item
Pretest Posttest

Mean S.D. . Mean

1 4.44 .96 4.50 1.06
2 4.39 .99 4.46 1.13

/ 4.50 .92 4.47 1.01
4 4.36 .94 4.49 1.10
5 4.13 .90 4.11 1.00
6 3.47 1.01 3.39 .99

. 7 3.28 ,.91 3.42 .99
8 4.14 1.18 4.00 1.23

iz 4.32 .98 4.14 1.00
10 4.22 .89 4.15 1.18
11 4.08 .90 4.00 1.08
12 4.33* .96 4.36 1.13
13 . 3.85 1.07 4.11 1.22
14 3.81 1.22 4.26 1.28
15 3.15 1.03 3.38 1.16
16 3.97 1.32 4.31 1.11
17 4.10 . .92 4.17 .98
18 3.93 .94 3.93 .92
19 396 1.05 4.11 1.03
20 4.17 .98 4.35 1.02
21 4.2 .89 4.32 1.10
22 3.94 .98 4.08 ` .96
23 3.68 1.19 4.07 -1;05
24 7, 4.10 .84 ,4.31 .94
25 3.60 1.43 4.17. 1.22

Note: 5-point,scale - 1 = disagree, _5 = agree

at the Tennessee site showed an improvement from pre- to posttesting, their

, overall performance was significantly lower' thin the performance at the other

sites.*

*It shpuld be noted that these results are based on only those four
students at thesTennessee Teacher Corps site-who'compjeted the pre and post
attitude measures and the pre, mid, and post cognitive measures.

67,
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TABLE'26

-MANOVA FOR TEACHER CORPS SITES VS. SATELLITE SITES

Source. d. f. MultivariateF P<*,

---V---
1

Virginia Teacher Corps sites
vs. all other sits 2,60

.. Tennessee Teacher Corps site's
vs. all other sites . 2,60

.A1 i AESP titel s 16,120 ,

5.38 .007-- .

11.22 .0001
,

3.09 '.0003

TABLE 27

UNIVARIATE AN STENDOVIN F's FOR.TEAdHER CORPS SITES VS. ,SATELLITE SITES

Source Univariate P4 StepDown F P<\

Virginii TeaOher Corps
vs. al I other'sites

Attitude

Achievement

Tennessee Teacher Corps
ys . all other bites

Attitude -0

Achievement

All AESP Sites

Attitude

Achl evement

I

9.01

0.45

. . 22

20.46

.96 .

5.31

%,

.004

. .51

,.64,

.0001

.47

.0001

9.01

1.65

.21

22.15

,

, .96

£.78'

.004

.20

.64

.0001

.47t
:0001 ...

1

63
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In summarydifferentfal gains on the cognitive measure occur red among

sites,, and the participants showed-4 signficant gain in their knowle:dge of .

career education concepts overall. Aitilatively positive attitude toward

career educ io condeptt was manifest at the beginning of the course and

4

-a

..7

ndsianiftCant c nge in this le* occurred throughoUt the course-a, The
, : 0

. . , ,

.-

'results also indicated that participant performance wa differenttally,
.

.2-

affected by°the use of videotapes vs. satellite-delive programs. However, .

. ,.

due to the preliminary nature df these,firidings,,noidefin* conclusions
.

. ,........-
. ,

P.

.
,

can yet be drawn about this.effect.

. . . i

How effectivere the learning activities and Methods of presentation
4.

. .

.

..,..

.
.

and how might they be improved? :-- , 4'..
..a . r k

,

The.4valuation rating form which was completed after each unit was'
.0 .. .

used to measure the'effedtpenesspf the video tapes and the associated
.

, .-
. -.

- .

learning activities. PartIciPants used a 1 to 7 Likert ty0e,scale where
..---\

k 4 .

1 = strongly agree an 7 a strongly disagree to rate several aspects of each

0

session. The results were analyzed separately for AESP sites and Norton
---,, ,

TeachereicorpOince Norton did not view the program via satellite.
.

Videotaped Television Programs. The.participapts responded to

the question:of'whether the videotapes:associated with each unit provided
-

them. with useful information. Both AESP sites and Norton Teachu Corps agreed

with this item. The ratings however, were significantly more.positive for
.

the AESP sites." These results pre'oresented inlable 28.

Comments were geherally positive, alttiough several. i Gated (;the tapes

were sometimes repatitioui'and went ihto too much detail:

--'the videotape thoroughly cpvered-the material

p

very good -

I could apply the videotape in my-sclassroom-

sf 69
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TABLE 28

'AVERAGE RATINGS OF VIDEOTAPES FOR EACH gut

Unit

4

,

Mean

Overall,

.24

2.61

2..52
,

2.08

2.34

2.12

2.26

2.22

2.29

, 2.40

2.12

2.27

, .

2./7" 1.14 Z.83% 1.06

N = 38 N4= 3Ct

. S.D.

, . .

AESP Sites* .
, Norton' Teachei' Corps

.

2
,

.616 12.38 ,
, ..72

, 1.06 2.56 ..98

.
-

1.83 2.66 1.10
.

.96
,

2.61 1.12

,1.19 3.29 1.31

.
.97 2.64' 1.22

1.09 2.71 .77

..,
1.101.07 : 100. .

. ---.
, .

.85 , 2.92. 1.06

1.19 2.90
..s

1.03

= . .92 2.96 .96

1.41 3.19 , 148

Mean S.D.

1

*Includes all sites except NortonATeacher Co4rps and Tennessee Teacher. Corps.

'-, useful idias to implement career
%
education,:

- enlightenfrT
1

We're 9etting.too Much in deith material fdr the time we have

, classroom examples were excellent

- too much. repetition.
1

10
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Ancill ry Activities. The partiCipants rated the ancillary activities

on several c teria.' The results of the ratings for AESP sites are presented

in Table 29 and the results for the Norton Teacher Corps. are presented in

Table 30. Although,:the ratings for,Norton leacher ,orps were generally

positivq,the AESP sites ratings were significantly more positive. The

Norton Teacher Corps ratings Were lowest for the cat gory "adequate time was

...1

4

allorled to cmplete theeancillary activities" suggesting that perhaps other

activities such as setting up equipMent took up cjss time.
4-

"*

. In general the participants' comments regarding the ancillary

activities. were positive:

- these activities can be taken back to classrooms

- lengthy although useful

44

- will use some'of these activities in classroom I
- some directions were confusing ,

In addition Norton participants indicated that some act vide were difficult

to complete with so large a class. ,

Seminars. The Seminar Evaluation Form was used to measure stmt

perceptions of each seminar. These results pre combined for the four' sessions,

-A. --The-maiovity---of the pariiapants were--slatls

fied with the seminar guests and the moderator. The overall rating of the

seminars. 14as between "very good" and "good" (average rating = 2.35),'although

only abqut one half of the students were completely satisfied with the ahsvers',

they received and the.seminar format. The most frequent suggestions for

improvement were more direct answers to the questions and a shat
N
summary of

prior course contentprecedi* the seminar. The folloWingcomments elucidatp.

the partiCipants' reactions:

71

,
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/ABLE 29
A

A( AVERAGE RATINGS FOR ANCILLARY ACTIVITIES fOR EACH'UNIT FORAtSP SITES

,

Practical. and- .

Instructiont Adequate time applicable to 'Overall

Unit clear to complete ... Classroom
...

Mean S:D. Mean

1 1.761 1.02. 2.18

2 2.46 1.46 3.15

3 2.19 .97
t

2.35

4 2.91 1.81 2.75.

.

5 3:15 1.52 2.93,

6 2.44 1.43 - 2.19

-7 . 12.47: -1.37 2.32

8 j!.62 f.50 2.08

9' 12.35 1.371W 2.09

'10 2.42 1.53 2.02.

11' 2.22 1.45 1.92

12 i_2,14L-1,.11_2.09

Ark

4

Overall 2.47 1.48 . 2.33

S.D. Mean S.D.

1.60 2.06
4

-. 1.19

2.16 2.37 1.45

1.47 2.48 1.34

1.43 2.60 1.19

1.80 \ 2,38 1.11

. 1.40 2.15 1.06

.46 2.33 1.33

1:16 \ 2.27 1.19

1.03
.

2,20
...

1600

1.11 2.43 1.12

1.05 2.30 .1,25

.1.11 1.32 1 1.17

1.45. 2,32 1.18'

Mean :A.D.

1.81 98

.2.12 11:22

2.19 .23

2.42' 1.14

_

2:37. 1:06--

2.07 1.00-,N

2.14 21.66 . .

...

,2.05 .99

. 2.05' , ,.88 ..

, 2.29 1.14

2,05, .97

2 .d1 12m..

2.14., 1.05 ,-

(,

answers hot detailed

- speakels were well informed and experienced in-career qd=atign

- the panel Should give mOre-direct answers to questions, '.J ..%
..'

,

- panelists Aguld spend more time on some questions.
. ,.. s, - ,...

. ..
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41,

TABLE 30'

AVERAGE, RATINGS FOR ANCILLARPACTIVITIE$ FOREACUUNIT FOR NORTON TEA ER CORPS

Practical and
Instructioni Adequate time applicable to
were rsleer to complete

0
Classroom

Overall

Mean -S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. . Mean S.D. .

lf, 3;38. 1.414 2.94.?/ 1.20 2.73 1 1.10

2 2.81 :9i 3.13 1.30 2.94-17 .85 '''2.81 .83

3.11 .96 3.25 1.14 2.97 /78:' . 3.00 .85

2.93 1.23 3.37 1.39 3.03 dal 2.97 1.25 '

3.20 Lod 44 00 1.58

)

07 1.1.6

AlP
3.60 1.65 .00 -1.2$ 2.79' .97

3.06 .57 3.00 .63 5.19 .65 3:20 .76IF

8 3.10 1.22 3.72 1.13 3.37 .76 3.16 .90

9 3.29 .,96 3.44 .92 3.19 1.08 3.18 ,85

10..;, 3.22 .. -.90 3.36 1.14 3.43 .98 3:18 1.06-
7\

11 3.23 ..51 ° 3.90, .970 _3.40 .82 3.20 .82

12 3.28. 1.02 3.50 .50 3.40 -1.06 3.27" , 1.08

Overall . 3.09 .98 3.46 / 1.17 3.17 .99 3:06 .99

I

.

(
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TABLE 31 .

e

SEMINAR EVALUATION FORM SUMMARIZEB- ACROSS ALL SEMINARS

-416. -

I

e -

Item # Content . Frequency .' Percentage

_1. Whith one of the following would have made,to-
.

, day's seminar more effective? (If the semi-
nar participants were fine, mark optionA)

. .

a) the moderator answering'the questions him-
self without guests . r .f2 . . 2%

b) use more teachers as pests .' .25 15%

c).use more professOrs or other experts as . .

guests . 1.4 - 0 8%
.d) the seminar participants were fine

.

- 125 75%
. .

.

2. Which on of the following seminar formats
might he oU think of more meaningful

questions ask?
.m

a) have at the beginning of the .seminar a 10to
.

minute ,summary -off' course content covered
.

since the last s4minif' .
35

....

21%

b) show'at the beginning of.the seminar a
short film illustrating several newsclass-
room demonstrations of material covered 22 13%

c) Have the Opportunity to use the whole sem-
inar for question answering and discuss'ion

' ratherlhan spending part of:the prograim
for questionstimulation i . , 14 , 8%

d) the seminar format was fine* 93 '56%

el(other . :.';
,

3 2%
'.)

3.,:The-answerskto'the:quettionv.could-have-been
L. 4,%more valuable if there had been,:

,.

a) less discussion,of theoretical aspects:of

the question
...,

3 2%

b)norefrequent use of specific classroom
examples . N, 18 11%

-crmore direct answers to the questigps 57 . 33%

) less repetition in the guests answers 12 7%

I was very satisfied with the answers I
heard

/ 81 .47%

The pace of the-seminar-s hould be: /

.3 't 2%
- , a

4 2%

126 75 %'

28 17%

4 ,2%.

4

much slower
b) )somewhat slower
c) the pace was satisfactory.

d) somewhat faster
e) much faster
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TABLE 31 CONTINUED ,

-5tem # Cortent. Frequency Percentage

I
5. The seminar moderator could have been more

-effective if he/she had: 4,

a) kept the guests on topic better
b) provided summary statements occasionally
c) kept the seminar moving at a faster pace so
. more questions could be answered

d) asked guests to givg torejetailed answers
e) the moderator wa accept a as is

.

:6. React to the following statement: The seminars
gaveapportunity to have real input.

7.,

:.'A) strongly agree

b) moderately agree
c) neutral
d) moderatel)rdisagree
e) strongly disagree

React to the following
actions in the seminar
vance to me.

a) strongly agree t.

b) moderately agree
c) neutral
d) moderately disagree
e) strongly disagree

statement: The inter-
wel of personal 're

8. -What is your- ortera evaluation of today's
seminar:

a) excellent"
b) very good
c) good
d) .fair

e) poor

imp

f
11

11

15
'19
102:

31

86

'31
7

12

27

'9,3

39

4
4

28 -

56
14
1

'7%
7%

9%

12%

65%

e

16%
56%
23

2%

2%

, IJ

4,
4

,

4
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How reliable was the equipment used during'the course?

As with the. earlier delivery, the videotaped programs and seminars

1 '

- "-were broadcast via the ATS-6 system tnd seminar questions were transmitted

via teletype or telephone. .The site monitors completed the Equipment

Report and Student SatisfactionTorm after each session. The technical

functioning of the equipment was determined by summarizing the Oatings of

the audio and video signals for all'-sites across all sessions, ...The audio

signal functioned .with a-reliability of; 93% with a mean rating of 2,91 which
I

indicates little or no noise. The video portiqnfunctioned,with an overall
. ,

*

reliability of 88% with an average rating of 4-.81 which means no or barely

perceptib' distortion.
- -,"--417`-.,

A

What was the overall evaluation of the course?

The Summary Evaluation Form and portions of thrEqUipment port and

Student Satisfaction Form were used'to evaluate participants' over 1

01.

satisfactir with the course. Six aspectt'o die course were rated according

o the quality of usefulinfordation received as' compared with a traditional

instructor-taught course. 'The frequency of ratings for'each item are

preented in Table.32. The site.monitors received the highest.rating of all

the course

riding."

components evaluated. They were rated between "good" and "out -

.

,The fpllowing comments suggest 'some reasons why the monitors were

rated highly:

- site monitor'did-an excellent job in keeping things mqving along

smoothly'

- site monitor-Was effective in'question stimulation from ourigroup

this type, of course offered could develop into an impersonal
type of learning situation, 'but with an .interested site monitor

this did pot occur._
4,
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TABLE 32

S

I

PARTICIPANTS' RATINGS OF COURSE COMPONENTS AS COMPARED
TO TRADITIONAL INSTRUCTOR-TAUGHT COURSES' .,4

Itep # Content 'Frequency Percentage

1. pre-progrgM preparation:

1, , i

a -outstanding' 6 16%
b good 25 4 66%
c average 7' 18%
4 poor. 0 0

unacceptable . .0' 0

',than = 2.03

A

,

2. -TelevitediAnteractive seminars:

outstanding #.

good,
c average
d pobr ..,

e unacceptable \

-Mean = 2.63

1/4

. .

--*12-- 17-' ---31);-

,16 % , . 41%
9 . 23%.

2,

0
5% ,

0
4.

3. Ancillary aCtiwitftt:
,

a outstanding 8 , 21%

b good

:1

18
,

47
c average 11 2,%

d) poor 1 3%ei

) unacceptable 0 0
. . .

Mean = 2.13

4. Videotaped TV programs:

,outstandtng
b pod
c average
d pdbr .

e unacceptOie

Mean = 1.92

%Ps

t

10. 27%

21 '14 57%

5 14%4*

0 0,

I

AO
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TABLE 32 -- CONTINUED

Item # Frequency Percentage

.Follow-up activities:

: al outstanding
t) good
) average

. d) poor,

el unacceptable

Mean T 2.26

6. Site monitor:

a

b

outstanding
good

c average
0, poor -,

-,

e) unacdeptable.'

Mean --.: 1.40

. 7., Spepific.comments: e

6 16%
16 42%
16 42%
0 0

o

27 71%
7 18%
4 11%
0 0
0 0

a) yes . , 4 11%-,
b) no 33 89%
.

..

All the otheraspects measured.were rated "good." Representative comments

may indicate reasons why other aspects, although rated as aboveverage,

.

were.not rated, higher: -

- ancillary activities were redundant

- television programs were at times too repetitious of the same
material talked about previously.

Participants also reacted to several other statements intOnded to

evaluate their overall reactions.to the course. Table 33 presents these ratings.

,

Theajority of the participants agreed that the course was not impersonal.

Most indicated they received many ideas for practical applitation in their
Aw

classroomi and that they planned to use the information they received in heir

own teaching:



TABLE 33

OVERALL COURSE RATINGS BY PARTICIPANTS

Frequency Percentage

1. I did not feel the technology used in course
delivery made it impersonal: . 0

36%;a strongly, agree 14
b moderately agree . 19 49%
c neutral 3 8.%

d moderately disagree t 1 , . 2%
e) strongly disagree 2 5%

Mean = 1.92

fi

. ,It would have been "very difficultato'get the
information providedin any'other way:

a , strongly agred
b moderately agree
c neutral
d) moderately disagree.

. e) .strongl disagree

Mean = 1.79

. The textbook for this"course was^an inter-
esting and informative supplement to the
videotaped programs and ancillary. activities:

(

a 'strongly agree' 14 , 37%
b moderately agree--- --13- 34%'
c neutral

. 5
*

d) moderately disagree 16%
e) 'strongly disagree

,
0 0 .'..

17 45%
14' 37%
5 13%
2 5%
0 0

Mean =.2.08

4. 'The came presented many interesting =ideas
for practical application in the classrooms:

a) strongly agree
b) moderately agree
c) neutral

moderately disagree
strongly disagree

Mean =Y1.40 *.

69
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7)

26 68%
10 26%
1 3%
1 3%.
0 0
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TABLE 33 -- CONTINUED

Item # Frequency Percentage

5. What effect do you think information contained
in this course will have on your teaching?

a) has very little or no relevahce
b) would like to use but probably won't

be able to
c) would like to use'but don't understand

enough

already know or am using
plan to use

6. The,guidelines I followed in completing the
ancillary materials_ were:

a) clear and easy-to-follow
b) generally understandable .

c) somewhat confusing. ..111--

d) very difficult to follow

7. Would you be interested in participating in
programs of this type in the future?

a) yes
.b) no -

8. Primary reason for enrollment in this course: -

a) need 3-hourikcredit
b) interested in career education

Tter education mandate
d) other

9. Which course format doyou prefer?

a) 3-credit hour course
6) short course with 1-hour credit
c)- one-day ihTservice workshop
e) other , -

10. Do you prefer to meet:

.

a) once a week for 4 months
b) twice a week for 2 months.
.c) more than twice a week
d) other

1 3%

3 8%

1 3%..

0 O. .

33 87%-

14 37% ;

15 39%
5, .13%

4 11%

. .-. 1

14 35% -#

24 -60%

33 87%
5 13%

.,..,

3%

1 3%

31 79%
1 3% .

6 15%

1 3%

17 47%
17 47%

1 , 3%
1 3%
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Participants responded-to several items designed to determine their

in future programs, The majority said they would be interested in

participating in future 3 -credit, hour courses and indicated that they had'

enrolled in this course primarily because they were interested in career

education. Areas of interest for futuri.programs frequently mentioned were

special gducation, health education, adult education, and classroom management.

Using a 1 to 5 likert t)Pe-scale where 5-m excellent and 1 m poor,

the site monitors rated student satisfaction with the taped programs, the live

seminars,)ihd the ancillary activities following each class'session. The

taped programs and the live seminars both receivedelage ratings of "very
.

good" overall. The mean rating for the taped programs was 4.09 and for the,

seminars 4.08. The anciillry activities'were rated between "good"-and

"very good" with a mean rating of 3.61.

Now does this course compare with the previous\coursel

The students participating in the earlier course delivery showed a

-pre- to posttest gain in cognitive achievement as did the Students enrolled

in the SumAer 1977 course. During the previous course, the percent of items'

answered correctly increased from 68%-to 80% from pre- to posttest whiCkwas

a lg% gain. During the 1977. course the percent of.items answered correctly

ireased by 18% from 53% t6.76% from pre- to posttesting.

4s in the earlier course delivery, pre- to pgsttestlattitude scores

increased. The increase shown during the earlier delivery, however, was

0
significant. In both groups pretest attitude scores were rather high and

the pretest score for the 1977 participants was even higher. This could

account for the lack of a signficiant differefice from pre -.to posttest for

the Sitmer 1977 group.

\.

;ea .

. r
.;

AWN
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Although several Ispcts1,0 the course were generally rated between

good and very good for thkearl4er.delivery, they were rated somewhat higher

overall for the Summer 1977 course delivery. This suggests that teVisions

made in the course content and 'materials were appropriate and well received.

- Conclusions

The CEE course was offered for the second time during Summer, 1977.
,-14

One hundred and nine students at nine AESP'sites and two Teacher'Corps
r

locations participated in the course.

Cognitive achievementincreased stgdificantly during the course.

Attitudes, for the AESP participants, which were g6erally positive initially,
4---

\\.

did not change signficantly. However, the attitudes of the Norton Teacher

Corps participants did increase significadtly during the course.
I.

The videotapes received significantly higher ratings at the AESP
.

,

sites where programs were transmitted via satellite than- the Norton Teacher .

Corps site. Ratings by all participants however were above average.

wise, the ancillary activities received higher ratings at the AtSP sites.

.The seminars received above av age ratings. The major criticism of the

4.
seminars was that the participants felt that their questions were not

1

answered in enough detail or directly enough. '

Site monitors received the highest ratings compared to other components

of the course, although all components were rated as good. The ratings

overall were somewhiat higher than for the course offered p,aeviously.

In summary this delivery received slightly higher overall ratings
!

than the earlier\dellyery indicatihg that modifications in 'course content

ar activities were appropriate.

..82
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,SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

,

The. results ofthesUmmative evaluation of two courses delivered by

. r

- 9

.

r

O

A ring e Spring and Summer of 1977 have'been presenterin this report.

This information'can be, used to validate the effectivtneis of the courses

as well as to make revisions where indicate6

is report consisted of 236 persons who'completed one

c and Prescriptive Reading Instructionand.Cgreer

The subjects of t

of two tourses Diagnost

Education for Elementary Teachers. Results included' information on

14 ( f .
cbgnitive.and attitudinal achievement as well as.partitipants' reactions to

the varieus'learning activities,andmethods of presentation used during the

0 ,
.,

court?, n addition, data en thesreliability.ofthe technical ,quipment gm:

used.Was analyzed and .the resits of the most current course delivery were

ti

. ,

mparedito'-earliier deliveries. .

, *

Overall, theratingi of all aspects of bat 1 courses were' above

,

average. CEi received slightly} higher ratings than previously suggesting

' .

that changes that had been made were effective. 'DPRI ratings weresiiihtly .

. ---...
. . ,

. .

. lover' than earlier deliveries and this was related
.
to technical.difftculties

in the broadcasts. Partidipants' .attitudes toward coueie concepts 'were
00

positive at the.beginning otboth courses. Even ie attitudes

though not significantly so. Cognitive achievement ivegased

from pre.: to posttest administration 'for both courses.
.

improVed,

significantly

Site monitors received the highest ratings of All. components for

. both courses which indicates that the monitor makes an impertant-contnibu-
.. -k

'den' Or the effectjvgness of pie course. .The mosefrequenfiuggestionfOr-

83
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.

im4rovement in'bOth mites was 'ghat information given be more 'specific and
.

. . ,

that more concrete examples that 13641d-be ap'plied,to.the classrOombe used'.

, .. -,

In' summary., both the ,DPRI and CEE' courses broadcait during 1917 were

effective in achieving their cognitive objectives. Although attitudes did

not become si4nificantlyimore positive, the relatively positive attitudei

played initially would' make difficult-t0%achieVe a'significant increase. The

various components of the-courtes fncluding videotaped ed program,
.0'

seminars, and ancillary learning activities all received above average ,**

ratings. These results are similar to those obtained following earlier
.

itelitieries of the DPO! and CEE courses and thus serve t9. validate results

o

obtained previOusly.

.

.

4.

I

4

,



APPENDIX
. .

Appalachian Education Satellite, Program
4 Resource Coordinating Center

. 'ExaluatiOn tOponent. ,

302 Bradley Hall, University of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky 40506

9" '. I .

tpminab ATTITUDE AND BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE FOR DPRI #'
This questionnaire is divided into 2 parts. The first part'is concerned with
your attitudes towards reading,'and the second part asks for some background
information. Please ewer as truthfully as possible. Your answers do not / .,

affect your grade-in thieourse;rbut also help us tq,assess the effectiveness
. of .the course and suggest imOrovements. '

- .' . '
, .

. Be sure-you ha an Op-Scan form titled "General Putpose Answer Sheet." yr4te,
your n .on th upper left handcorner bn the back of_the form., .ill out the
Special des a d, Student .Number boxes as follows: \

-

is
N. E.

X

BIRTH DATE

MO. I

®0:0
0000 0 ®110000000000G
00:001100000000000000-

m034.00
.000:00

'0000
0000

00000
000-0
000

TEST
FORM

'A /
0 2

1 C 000

1 2 3L0 s' 4 7 d q 10 ii CL 1.31/ is
SPECIAL CODES STUDENT NUMBER,.

,

in columns 1 - 6 fill in 140101

if? columns 7 10.4111 in your
four-digit student number.0°000000000000 0

®®®®®®®®()®CIQ in column11 fill in the option,®0000000®00®cv
C)EDOIC)0(310.00C)00101g

yotpiave signed up for, i.e.'

00000000000000 for K-3
o

00000®®®C"00®q-- for 4-6
®°21PITE®°°."0" 3 for ES-6

SOPH

.4R 0
SR

GRAD

IN THIS SPACE

A() T n 111 IV

BO '0000
I,

Use a Oft-lead (#2),yencil to mark the hiwer sheet -- do not use a p or
ball-point. If you change your mind or make a mistake, be sure that yva erase'

.

completely. Do not make-anyoother marks on the answer sheet.

0 .

For eachstatementin:the'first part mark

5 -le you ftrongly agree with the statement:. ,

4 -.If:you moderately 'agree
.3 - If Au feel neutral
2 - If you moderately djsagree
1 - If yoil strongly disagree:- -,

N. .,"" N.
. ,

.0

/

, 0

...

The second part of the questionnaire asks for backg and information.. The
information obtained is potentially very helpful in Mucting the course and

41 in evaluating its susefitiness.' Please answer all ques ons on the formAhles5
a question does rat appippr f you cannot remember the infonmation asked. for.
This lnformatio kept Con Aential._

A

e'

, .

.

o

It" -O



Combined Attitude and Bac oun Questionnaire for OBI #14 page 2

v <

1 ,

1 One resp sibilitY of the primary reading teacher is- toltOse students _#
to diffe ent kinds of, experiences. .

, 1
2. Reading should be integrated With alNotherclaiiroom actives.

se

3. .Cont:Ingendy contracting is a method that lets children "goof off" and not
make.goodfile bf their timetime schoolt

.

4. Therg's nothing ateacher can do to develop 'reading readiness .in Students.,

5. Information systems linki-ng dinnosit and instructtOn a're effidtive'ways
to ,plan instructional attivities., e

'

6. 'Stuents in your class should allread the same thing, so-no one feels bad.'i
7. Teachers'onlV need to diagnose student needs in the fall Of the year.

8. Informal tests are better than standardized.tests for placing students at
. appropriate :level s. , ,
9. Prescriptive instruction is the best way to teach reading.,

i -.

10. A child should read all'the way through every book she.takes out, ofthe
library* --111

, .

rA
11. Kindergarten teachers

,

do not have to 4orry abqut teaching students tlf
understand 'stories. , ,

,.,
. , .,, , . .

.
12. If A class is,largemthere's -no way to Work with individuals.

. --I,
, .

. , .

13. A thil-d4rade teacher.only needs third-grade instructional materials' .s=-

. ,

14., Knowing how to understand h'a grap or table is an aspect of social studies
and not an aspect of reading instruction.

15. A student is a good reader if he can read every0Word correctly.
.. .,

16. 'Not using every page in the workbook is' wasteful. g' .

17. Scores,,bn standardizedAests provideadequete information for instruction.
'I .

18. If a ,child is'not interested in reading, there is little a 'teacher an do
. .

'41P

a' to generate,enthu"siasm.
, . --7

Time spent diagnosing4ould be better spent instructing..

20.' If you don't'have enough bookt'for all 4'ur students,'you cannot effectiv eli

use a- set.of materials. ,

'21. There is so much material
.children do "free readin

V

Ito cover in school
el is note productive

'that taking ;tie to.,Tet

,

8-k3
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',Combined Attitude and Background Questionnaire fo/'. DPR1 #14,/ 4
Pdgp

22*. Sex

sl. Male
2. Female

23. DesCeption of community in
1
which you, teach Or work in some Other area

iin education)

1. Rutal
2. Murban'
3. Urban

24, Age in years 'as of last .birthday

nu
,.

21-30
.

2. 31:40
3. 4140,

4s -.51-60. ef,

5. 61 or over

'25. Score On GRE Verbal, Owe blank if, yow-haVe 'not taken it or do not,
'remembei score)

1:. 400 or below ,
2. 401-450

. ,

l'i 451-500 . ,

,,f v4. 501-550
5. '551 or above .,-- -7-__/ .

I,
_

'2 z 'Score ori OE ,Ouinti,tativ (leave blank if 'you have not taken it dr do .not
. -

- lemember score) -,. '/ . , ; '
a

1 ,'S
:

1 400 -'or below ,

2. 401,450 4 -
. .

3. -451-500
0

4. 501 -550
5: 551 or'abOiie *0

4 , _
27 ition ,during 1976-19,77'acadoic year`!* - 0.

. -t 1

,,1. -Cl.assroom'teacher . r . , .. -1

2. 'Reading specialist . ,
4.. .

3. Special education teacher
,

r- 4. School adminiStratlitel3osition. ..,
5. Other -

, -...
.

, 1 6. , .0
28. Choose the gr%ade.range that clOsely approximates the grades, you work with

.

A,
t.

' ..1.* Elementary.:- air grades
2. 44r. -

.,

-
, A ; . .

.

... 3.. .1 =3,. .- t_,
4'. 4-6 : ; . .

II it 5. 7-12 ,

"%A-I



Combined Attitude and Background queitiOnnaire for 'DOI #14 pagui;

29. Work experience in teaching

1. ..fiyear or less

1

2. 2-4 years 6

3. 5-8 years
, 4. 9-15,years

5.: 16 years or more
k

30. Experience as a Readt*g Specialist

1. none
2. 1 year or less
3. 2-3 years '°
4. 4-5 years
5.- 6 years or. more

31., Are you taking-this cours e' for credi

1. Yes
2.: No'

32. If you have registered for credit where would you like to obOin credit?
(leave blank 'if. not registered for credit) . ,

4

de

. 0 A

a

1. Idniversity.of Kentucky
2.. Other College or University

33. Last. degree. completed
4

S .

2.
3.

'5.

High School Dipldma
Baccalaureate
Master's
Specialist
Doctorate

e
.

34. Number of undergraduate reading courses the major emphaslis of which was
. .

reading instruction is.
I. r,,,

1. in:me
24.4 ,V 11
3. .2 .16
4. 3'

.. .

5. 4, or more ' . ; . ,

. .

reading courses the major emphasis of which

IF -
Number of graduate
fnstruction

done
'2. 1

3. 2

.4.
5. 4' or more

was reading
,Jr-



Combined.Aititude and BackgrOundQuestionnaiie for DPRI #14 ;page 5

36. If you are currently enrolled insa college program ;which of the following-
best 'describes your, purpose?

1. Baccaliureate degree
2. 'Master's' degree or, Doctorate

3. Enrolled in course to maintain teaching certificate
.4. Other ,

#. Not enrolled

I

ti

..

_,

83
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.Appalachian Education Satellite Program
Resoureg,Coerdinating, Center

3Q2 11711, tniversity of ken,tucky
Lexington, Kentucky 40506

INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES RATING FORM OAR) #13

This questionnaire is composed Of four parts. Part I rates 'the toped-7V programs,
Part II, rates the TV seminars, Part III rates the ancillary activities'; and Part IV
asks for an overall rating of the amount' of useful information you received from
each type of instructional medium, Ap additional blank ,piece of paper if providedfor -any comments, criticism, or' suggestions' you may have for .course revisipn.

,.., .5 ...
k.e,Parts I*, II, a d 1/4i-of -this questionnaire deal ..with your' reactions to today's ----,instructional a ivitfes. Only fill out the parts- that correspond to today's

activities,.e.g; if you, saw a TV seminar and. did the ancillary activities, you r,'
would_complete P arts II, III, and IV: , .4..

Air

lease answer as truthfully as possible. Your answers do not afiva'ct your grade
in the course', but help us to assess the effectiveness of the courses and suggest
improvements.

,
Mark your ansyers on the OPSCAN sheet provided. Turn your OP'SCAN sheet so-that
the special codes and student number boxes are on your lower left. Fill out the
special codes 'and student number boxes as indicated below ,J231.4,10q.10:Rmaals.

iBIRTH DATE SPECIAL CV IDES STIME fti; NUMBER

isEX

0

MO. I YR,

I IC0e14
oloopoeea®ee@oc)@cx)
moefoop(Dool0000.000
010 O@O*0 ,IGOW0000
ope00000(2owoop000,.
(D<Do,)0(9e.at.GeoeG000,

aowcromoworp
oloo eeeeroo,mooe
omo 0000(12)0000000
o,,Tvwc9vDo(Dolo-woo

TEST
FORM

A 0 1

00000

8 0 20
.c0 II

44)0 0000,
00 WIIITE
IN -11-115 SPACE

4c0 I UMM
(Y 0000

PRO
SOPH 0

JR

sA0
Gibmi0

1
4) .4

' in columns -1-2' fill In 13 '

.*tn coldins 43-4 fill in the
identification number.for your course

,,,, ,,

*in to ns 5-6 fill ,io, theclass -um
sessi -namber

. .
in' columns 7-10- fill in you four-
digit student nthnber

i .. ,

, .

use'asel s lvd1602) pencil to markipe answer sheet -- usdo not. e
,
a pen or ball-

. point. - Be, re your mark fills the 'entire [Apra of the response you wish to4nake.
Yourstiark should be heavy, black and 'stay 4,4fithin.thealieis so that the iachine.can
read your replies. If you change .yoUr mind or make 'a mistakes be, sure that you ,

erase completely. Do not make any other marks onsthe answer sheet.
( '.

-.is, . .

So*

Turn the sheet so ,that the words "General Purpose Answer' Sheet" are on your. upperleft, Begin answering at the appropriate part fcrr today's activities', Ere.care-

) ' #..
.

. , 1?... 411:'

ful that the item number on the questiOnnaire corresponds to th#nuinber on the
OPSCAN1 sheet that you. are marking.

r

If any of the questions are not applicable, please *leave those'.itenii Illankl.
,

*The site, coordinator will provide you viith these' numbers.

,, 9.0.
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PART I: Videotaped TV Program'
A

,
SI . ;

', In. questions 1-5, rate 4ese components of the TV program for their value in he
ing.you'underst6nd the overall content of the4mogram using the Woking scale

. -

1 =.-eilielleht

2. F very good
,., ,.3 d good t.

4 F. fair
. . .

5 =,Poor . - #
..

:1; The presenter's*discussion of material iies: I.

2. 'The classroom scene with the presenter describing activities Was:
' $ ,

3. ghe prWsenter's explanationof the grohic materials, e.g. chafitS:,
'diagrams, etc,...waa.,;.__L_ w

.

4. The scenes of `a teacher worktng'with students were?: ,

. .5. The interviews of experts or were:

Rate the aspects of the 'Ingram listed in questions ,6 -8 for the amount of time
you feel should have been. spent on these subjels using the following-scale:

1 = much more time ik
2 = somewhat more time

-3 = coverage'was adequate
,4 = somewhat less. time
5 = much less time -

14

.6. Discussion of the theoretic/al aspects of each tfilkc

7. Discussion ofprc:adures for using the materials

. 8. ixaMples of the actual application of the techniques in the classroom -

.1

91. The pgram might have been More effective if they had pliered:
(If tht f rnrn Am. coverage was adequate mark opi9n five),

,

lets maieria /but in greater depth .. .

2) lessmateria . ., .

, 3) °more material in less depth 0 'rs-) ` ,' ..
4) more matprial relevant to the centralissues of the'topici.

0 5) prograecoverage was,
,

1.-,

'W.' Which of the following Might have,Bade.the presenter more acceptc11.10
.

(If the presenter"was, acceptable, mark Iron four.) -.

:.

1 , if he/she spoke moire clearly ,

. 2 Whe/she appeared more knowledgable about the subject area ti
443 if he/she spoke in,a more.natural manner

4 he/she was quite avtable. 91, ., - . )
-
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, 11. 'The program might have been easier'to follow with:

1) more explicit transitions between ideas
2 more careful organization of:content
3 greater amplifidation of main points

'4 more summary statements
.

12.: What effect do yOu think the Wermation contained
(1: We on your teaching?

.

has little" or 'no. relevance for me in my teaching, situation
would like to use- but probably won't be able to
would like to use but don't understand enough
plan to use ,

, .

already-know or am using
.

13. Graphic materials (e.g., Charts, books and other written materials)

11,

n the progi.am.will

could'have been used in the prograffp.

1) much more frequently
2) more frequently
3)' use was satisfactory
4). lessfrequently

ti 5) much less frequently
.

.t?

14. Graphic materials needed to be held on' t screen:
.

11 much longer .

2) somewhat longer
. 3) tine was adequate.
4) somewhat shorter
5) -much shorter

15. The pace of the program should be:

/1) much slower
2) somewhat slower

( 3) pace was satisfactory'

5) much faster

16.. In general', the "clarity of lie picture on the'll, set was: c

1)1 -ex.cellent
2) very eood
3) good

4). somewhat faster

I

5.

4) -fair-
.

, .5) poor

17. In genei-al,the quality oethe,sound rom the TV set was:

.1) excellent
2)

good.

good

4) fair, .92
'5) poor

,

4

.

I

0
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18. Therewere annoying distractions in the°room while viewing TV:

1) Very, often

2) often
3) occasionally
4) rarely_ .,
5) never

19. What isyour overall,eValuation of the TV program:

1) excellent
2) very good
3) good
4) fair
'5) pdbr.

t.
An

20, Do you have specific comalent§ or suggestions regarding the TV program?

1) yes
2y no

/

If your answer is yes, write your comments on the blank paper
provided.

,,

PART II: Seninir
.,- .. . ,

21. Which pne of the follewing'formats Would you select to makethe
seminar format more effective? .

4

a one-hour televised seminar with a 15 minute intermission so that
questiens,can he generated andtransmitted

2) a two-hour seminar with several 15 minute intermissions for
question generation and transmission ,

3) a one -hour televised seminar with fk). opportunity for uestion

4) a one-hour televised seminar with direct voice line h ak-u

generation durinn the program and 15 minutes prior to he vrim
direct

between individual sites and TV studio
'45)r other (please specify byowritinq on the. b1 6k paper provided)

24. Which One of the following' would have made tod.y's seminar more,effectiveA (If the seminar participants were fine, mark option four)
,

1) the moderator answering the questions himself without guests
2) use more teachers as guests
3) use mere professors or othr.experts as guests
II). the seminar partic$Wnts were fine

-

.

23. Milii. ch one of the.followfpg/eminar formats might help 3/ou think of
more meaningfuly:s'iuesttons to ask?

1) have at the beginning of he seminar a 10 minute summary of course
,

content covered since th last swill- ,

93
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2) snow a .10,minute film with short segmentg from previous programs
at the beginning of the seminar

3) show rat the beginning of the seminar a short film illustrating
several new classroom demonstrations of Material covered

4) have the opportunity 'to use the whOle seminar for question answering
and discussion rather than spending part of the program for. question
stimulation

51other (please specify, by writing on the blank paper provided)

. The answers to the'questions could have been more valuable if there'had
been:

1) less discussion of theoretical aspects of the question
2) more.frequent use of --Specific classroom examples .

`3) more direct answers to the questions'
4) less repetition in the guests answers
5) Iwas very satisfied with the answers I heard

25 ,The seminar moderator could have been more effective if he had: .

1) kept the guests on the topic better
2) ,provided summary \ statements occasionally

3). allowed each gueit Oualtime to respond to questions
4) kept the seminar moving at a faster pace so more questions could be

answered

.

26. The film se,gments used during the interactive seminar as sources of
stimulation for the -seminar discussions Were:

v ,

1) extremely useful
2) very useful
3) somewhat useful ) .

.

.4) completely useless
5) not applicable ,

P

. If there was.not time to ansWer, your questions on the seminar do you feel
that the answer you will receive via teletype.or VHF will b useful?

1) yes
2) no

28. Do you feel that answering questijons via teletype or VHF is a service.

that heeds. to be continued?

1) yes
2) no

/, 29; What -is your overall evaluation of today's seminar?

1 excellent
2 very good
3 good

4 fair
5 poor

944.

t

4*

,
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3Q. Do you have specific comments. or suggestions about the seminar?

.1) yes
2) no

/.--Ifyour answer was yes, write your Commentson the blank,paper
,/ provided.

PART III: Ancillary Activities

31. How often did you)isa materials from the reference shelf during lab?

1) very often
2) often
3) occasionally
4) rarely
5) never

32. How much time did you usually spend working on the ancillary activities
du'ring class?

(

1) 30 minutes or less
2) 45- minutes

3) 60 minutes
4) 90 minutes
5) two hours or more .

33. The 'ancillary 'activi,ties should have covered:

1) much ,more material
2) somewhat more material
3) material covered was adequate
4) somewhat -less material .

5) much less material

-.0

Rate questiorisn34-41 according-to the.foliowing scale:,

1) strongly agree
2). moderately agree
3) no opinion or neutral

, 4) moderately disagree
'5) strongly.diasgree

4,

34, Instructions for the, ancillary. activities were clear.

35. Ancillary, activities were relevant to the TV program.

3.6.e.- Time allowed for completion of ancillary activteies, was adeq4ate.

(

37. Ancillary activities were practical and applicable to the classroom

".38. Too much.reading. material was assigned for class preparation..
-7 f

95
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39. Preparatory readingt should have been more relevant to the ancillary activities.

40. The materials on the reference shelf were not relevant to the ancillary
activities.

,41. The'assighed homework was quite useful.

42. What is your overall evaluation of today's ancillary activities?

1) excellent
2) very good A

3) \good
4) fair

. 5) poor

C

43. Did you feel there were any activities that were
.or creative in today's session?

1) Yes
2) no .

I

especially innovative

If Yes,Rlease identify those activities on the blank paper provided.

44: Do you have specific comments or. suggestions about tin class session?

1)1 yes

2) no

If y our answer was yes, write your
provided.

comments on the blank paper

Part IV: Feedback !Questionnaire

Rate the following nine instructional activities according to
)

the,quantity of.
useful info;mation you, received from each ,as cbrhared.with a traditional
i94ructor-taught course.

'1 =

2=
3=
4=
5=

outstanding - received a lot mare 4; the activity thyou
usually obtain from similar activities in a teacher
pfeparat on course'

gook( rde-ETVe arlittloej re from the activity
average

vity
receiv' about the same amoUnt fro the activity

poor - received somewhat less
unacceptable received a lotsess iriformation,from t4 activity

- ,

Pre-program preparationktompared ?o, work usually assigned-.
in other lasses 'tor

s.
to coverngcmateria in class.

Ar

iA.
46. Televised, .Intetactive S ,inars compared to other seminars

and class dlscuss4ons. .

1.
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48. Ancillary-activifiesidompifed to class activities associated with
other courses. .

' \I
49. The videotaped TV programs compared to lectures,usua lly associated

with other courses. ....,

. .

01. -Follow-up activities end homework assignments compared to similar
activities in other courses. :

51. On-site refdt*ence materials tompared to materials placed on reserve by
-ath'er instructors. -

52. The site as an effective course leader:

:53. Do you have any specific comments or suggestions concerning these
comparison?

f 4

1) yes.
2) no

If your answer was yes, write your.commebts on the blank paper prov4dechi

DMM/mt/11/17/76
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APPENDIX .2_
Appalachian Education Satellite Project

Resource Coordinating:Center
Evaluation Compdnent

302 Bradley Hall,, University of Kentucky

Lexington, Kentucky. 40506

QMBINED ATTITUDE AND BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE FOR CEE #40

;
,

,

This questionnaire -IS divided into 2 parti. The first part i$ concerned with
your attitude toward Career Education and the' second part asks for some background
'nformation. \Please answer as truthfully,as possible. ,Your answers do nOt affect
,)Ndr grade in the course, but'beTy us to,assess the effectiveness of the course

._ and suggest improvements. \/

Be sure you have an Op-Scan fdirm titled "General Purpose Answer Sheet." Write
your name'on the upper left hand corner on the back afthe form. Fill out the
Special Codes and Student,Number boxes aS follows; /

/
23.q 5" '4 e /it emir

s
E

)(

BIRTH GATE

FAR. I YR,

loop@

SPONALCOOFS/ STUDENT NUMBER

6--..01..0 V/
1100.00000000000010000:00000000000000000

M 0010000000&000000000
000000000000.00000000

00001, 0000000000000
0000 0000000000000C)

00010000q00000000000
'0010 00000'000000000000 0000000000000000

,Tewt : 000®000000000®0
FOAM DO NOT WRITE FR 0

r (.1 1 Ca,' IN TIIIS SPACE ds SOPH 0
110 '20 AO IRMW JR 0

co
.X0o

Bo 0000 " 0
' 0 GRAD 0

in coldilms

in columns.

four-digit

1-6 fill in 400401

..
7 -10 fill in your

student number

Use a soft-lead (#2) pencil to mark the answer sheet --,do not use a pen or ball-

. poi t. If you change your mind or make a mistake, be sure tliat ydu erase completel
- Do not mike any other marks, on the' answer sheet.

or-each statement in the first part nark:

5-- if you strongly agree with the statement
4 - if you moderately agree
3 - if you-Idel neutral
2 - if yoU .moderately disagree
1 -'if you strongly disagree

. ,

The second part of the questionnaires asks for background information. The informati
obtained is potentially-/eryhelpfuLin conducting. the course and in evaluating its
usefulliets. ,Please answer all questions on the form unless a question does, not apyl
or if you cannot remember the information asked for. This inforthation is kept

cbnfldential. '-

`,t
f



`Combined Attitude and Background Quettionnatre for CEE

.

tafragt 2

1. The'school program should ipclude career, development.

. A

2. Career education should be a continuous, life-long process. .
I

3. Information about careers should be integrated with school curriculum. '

. . . .

4. The community is an excellent resoUrce,to use in. a careereduCation prdbram.

, .
.

5. I am:willing to. take the' time to find tommunity ng5 toutces for a career education
,

p'rogram. .

1

6. leaching plans should be organized around what people do in their occupations.

7. I consider what people do in.thtit occupations, when I organize my teaching plaris.

6. A commitment from the schoiWadministration is necessary for a Successfulicareer

tducition program. -

9. Schools have the responsibility to help students develop career objectives.

10. Students should have experiencelin the world of work before leaving school.

11. The school curriculum should be rested to the career goals of the student., ., P
12. Parents should be aware of career education experiences occurring in the school system

c..'

13. Helping children develop occupational awareness should be emphasized from kinder-
garten through' grade six.

14. Chiltiten in elementary school are,too young to start thinking about tareer
possibilities

15. Theclpssro teacher should be,tesponsible for career education.

16.. Career education is just another fad that will soon be forgotten.

17. Career education will help students make realistic career, choices.

18.- Students should be permitted to miss regular.classes in order to go.on field tripS'.
or,

19. It is important for children to be taught a work ethi

'20. I feel that career education should be included in the curriculum experiences of
each child.

21. A commitment from, the classroom teacher, is needed for a successful career eduCation
program.

'2i. 'Subje t matter lesson plans should include career informatiori..
,

,
,i

23. elementary teacher Should know the community employment needs.

24. Enough mphasis is already placed on areer educifion in the Schools.
.. . i , -.

25. Career education in the
,

elemtntary school is futile .since a person wilt], change his

mind several times before picking-a lifetime career.



O Combined Attitude and.Bactground Questionnaire for page 3

e 7
26. Sex .

. 1'. Male
2. Female

. A

27. Description of community

,

in which you teach (or_work in some, other area in ed'ua.ti

4 .

I. .flural. %'' , .

-.-.,. 2. Suburban .

,3. Urban

28. Age in years as of last birthday

1. 21 -30
2. (31 - 40
3. 41 - 50
4. (51 - 60
5. '161 or over

29. Position during 1976-77 academic year

1. Classroom teacher
2. SchootCdunselor
3. Special education teacher
4. School administrAti;re position
5.. Other

30. Choose the grade range that closely

1. ,Elementary,- all grades
2. K .

3.- 1 - 3

4'. 4 - 6 ./

5.. 7 = 12

31. Work experience in teaching

1. 1 year or less.
2. 2 - 4 years
3. 5 - 8 years,

4. 9 -15 years .

5. 16 years or more.

I

approximates tht.grades you work with

fr

32. What wis'your undergraduate grade-poinf'average?
where A = 4) ,

1. less than 2.50
2. 2.51 - 2:75
3. 2.76 - 3.25
4.- 3.26 - 3.50
5. 3.51' - 4.00

a

(convert to fpur-,Ant scale



fr

,

Combined Attitude and Background Questionnaire for CEE page 4.

33. What was yoUr. graduate grade-paint erage? (convdrt for. four-point scale
where A = '4)

1. 'less than 2.50.

2. 2.51 - 2.75

3. 2.7.6 - 3.25
4. 3.26 - 3.50
5. 3.51 - 4.00

34. East.degree mpleted

3. Hi "school Diploma
2... Ba alateate
3. M ster's

. '7

,4. pecialist v

-

Doctorate

1

5

.16
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, I

Career Education in, the Elementary School

Pleps'e;C'frcl'e the appropriate response and write your comments in the space provided.
a

1. ihe4iideptape associated with this unitprovided useful in'formation..

Strongly agree 1.\. 2 . - 3 4 5 6' 7 Strongly disagree

Cirments:

.

2. The instructions for the ancillary activities were clear,
0

Strongly agree 1 2 . 3 ) 4 5 6 7 Strongly disagree

ti

Comments: r

3. ,Adequate time was allowed to complete the ancillary activities. .c

StrOngly agree 1 2 3 , 4 5 6 7. Strongly disagree

Comments: (How much time did you"spend doing the activities? How much time .

did you need to complete the activities?)

The ancillary activities-were practical and applicable to the classroom.

Strongly agree 1 2 3 4 5% .6 .7, Strongly.disagree
.

Come (What are ttfe strengths and weaknesses of the ancillary activities?)

5: Overall,,tOday's activities were

Very good
..

1 ' 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very, bad

Comments:

DMM/mt/5426/77



Name: Course:

Agency: Site(s):

,.Appaladnan EdUcation Satellite
Resource Coordinating Center .

Evaluation Component,
302 Bradley Hall, University of Kentucky 7/ s . .,

Lexington, Kentucky 40506

SUMMATIVE REPORT FO SRF) #08

Instructions
.

.

Rate the overall quality of the following actiYitles, in each of the four
categories., Complete one SRF for each course you consulted for or- monitored.
Using the following 5,point scale:

1 - generally excellent in that category
2 - excellent At times
3 - acceptable
4 - weak at times
5 - generally unacceptable

Place.a number in each box.

Overall

Rating
Contipt

Quality
of Pre-
sentation

Student
Reaction

Relation to
other Unit
Activities

Televised Lecture.

CoMment on your ratings and suggest improvements in the materiatls and procedures.

A

)

.Overall

Rating
Content

Quality
of Pre-

sentation
'Student

Redction'

R/ation to

other Unit
Activities

4-Channel Audio Review

Comment on your ratings and suggest improvements in theimaterials and procedures.

103



3.

4.

SRF -

Overall

Rating
Content

Quality
of Pre-

sentation

Student

Reaction

Relation to

.other Unit
Activities '

Televised Seminars

Comment on your ratings and suggest improvements in the materials art! procedures

4,

Overall

Rating

Ancillary Activities

Content
Quility
of Prey
sentation

Student
'Reaction

Relation to
other-Unit
Activities

Comment on your ratings and suggest improvements in the materials and procedure

Pleaie circle the appropriate response:,

1. The equipment is easy to use

2. I liked'operating the equipment

3.. The equipment check is easy to do

Strongly agree

1 2

1 2

3 2

4, The Equipment Reportpand Student
Satisfaction instrument is easy to use 2

5. Equipment repair service was satisfactory

VHF

ATS-6 reception system

Teletype system

Telecop4er

DMM4mt/11/15/76

104

1 2 -

1 2

1 2

1 2

- Strongly disagree

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4
.4

3 4 .5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

r ,



Appalachian Education Satellite Project
Resource CoordinatingCentfr

302 Bradley Hall, University of Kentucky
ediTtigton, Kentucky 40508

r.

SEMINAR EVALUATION #45

The following questions are designed to assess your reactions to today's seminar.
Your esponses do not affect yqur grade in the course but they do assist us in
improving future seminar deliveries. Please circle the response that most closely
represents'your reaction to today's seminar.

1. Which one'of the following would have made today's seminar more effective?
(If the seminar participants were fine, mark option four) ''

. .

1) the moderator answering the qua tions himself without gueit4
2) use more teachers as guests

_3) use mort professors or other ex erts as guests .

4) the seminar participants were fine

2. Which one of the following seminar formats might help you think of more ileaning-
ful questions to ask?

1) have at the beginning,of the seminar a 10 minute summary of course content
covered since the last se r , 4

12) show at the beginning o the eminar a short film illustrating several
new classroom demonstrations f material covered

3) have the opportunity to use he whole Seminar for question answering and
discussion rather than spending part Of the program for question stimulation

4) the seminar format was fine
5) other (please' specify by writing on the back of this page)

3. The answers to the questions could have been more valuable if there had been:

1) less discussion of theoretical aspects of the question
2) more frequent .use of specific.classroom exampj.s
3 more direct answers to the questfons

i

4 less repetition in the guests answers
5 I was very satisfied with the answers I heard

4. The pace of the seminar should be:

1) much slower.
2) somewhat slower
3) the pace was satisfactory
4) somewhat faster
5) much faster

5. The seminar moderator could have been more effective if he/she had:

1) kept the guests On topic better
2) provided .summaxy-statements occasionally
3 kept the seminar moving at a faster pace so more questionS could be answered
4 asked guests to give more detailed answers

(-
5 the moderator was acceptable as is ., I

10,5



Seminar Evaluation. #45

N

page 2

eact to the following statement:, The seminars gave me an opportunity to have
reatinpdt.

1 strongly agree
2 moderately agree
3 neutral

4) moderately disagree
5) strongly disagree ,-,.\ i

J \

7. React to the following statement: The interactions in the seminar were of
personal relevance to me/ ,

1) strongly agree
2) moderately agree
3) neutral

4) moderately disagree
. 5) strongly disagree

8: What is your overall evaluation of today's seminar?

1) excellent
2 very good

' good
4 fair
5 poor

0

If you have Other comments on the s inar, please write your comments`on the back
of this page. Please be as specifi as pdssible about the strengths end weaknesses

about the 'seminar.

4

yot

DM /mt /6/7/ 77
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Appalachian education Satellite Programs
. Resource Coordinating Center

Evaluation Component , -

302 Bradley Hall, University of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky 40506

EQUIPMENT REPORT AND STUDENT SATISFACTION FORM (ERSS) #09
A

# -Site # Date

Local Time: starting ending

If you have had any qujpment.problems during thii program, please describe th4'
problem as specifically As possible and note any-action taken.-

If t4e problem involves any of the following pieces of equipment please complete
the Equipment Trouble Log: -television set, video tape recorder, teletype, DAA
interface, telephone line, or cable system.

Did he above-mentioned problem result in an impatrment of service during the
pfog m? Yes No . If yes, please expliin:

ir

The following items refer to the above program number (complete all that apply)t
HP Receiver signal strength r Azimuth reading

El eva ti on . reading:-

Please circle the appropriate response using the criteria outlined in the Site
Coordinator's Manual: Remember to use the correct sequence in colums
one and two as described in the manual.

Audio Signal 4-Channel Audio Signal
TV Audio

1' 1

2 2

3 3

go

no goi/.

ATS-6 System

operatVe

inoperative

Channel 1

1 L
2 2

3 3

go

no go

Channel 2

1 1

2 2

3 3

go

no go

Channel 3

1 l'

2 2

3 3

-- go.

no go

0. ,

107

Channel 4

1 1.

2

3 3

no go

Video Signal

TV Video

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5,

go

no go
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tk.

Audio Signal

VHP

1 1

2

3 3

.go

no go

A ,

ERSS - page 2

Temperature
,

.11tather.

Little/none,

Moderate

Heavy .

Miscellaneous Problems (Check all that apply)

'There'was a delay to program broadcast

Low attendance. State probable reason' ".
1

Cancellation or postponement'iot class. State probable

.

Clouds . Wind
ts

*1

9

F;

Snow 1Ct

reason

Missing ancillary materials

Missing evaluation materials

Student Satisfaction:.

Taped Program.

excellent

very good

good

fair

poor

Live Seminar

excellent

very good

good

fair

poor *.

For Seminar Days only

1. How many questions were sent in from your

2. Did you transmit questions individually as
groups y (Check appropriate category)
was the usual number of questions in a gr

For Ancillary Sites:

3. How many times were you interrupted by a busy signal when-attempting to

transmit questions to the main site?
.

4: How long%did-it,take to transmit the questions to the
4*

main site ?',

site?

they were generatted or in

If questions were grouped, what
o

Ancillary Activities

excellent

very good

-good

fair

poor

/ ,

Ii the space below and on,the back write-the reactions 264 suggestions made by

the students about today's activities. Include any 'suggestions, special problems

or requests that you might have. Also, write student numbers of absent students

on back.

DMM/mt/11/15/76
10
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Appalachian Educatidn Satellite Programs
Resource Coordinating Center

Evaluation COmponent
302 Bradley Hall; University. of Kentucky

Lexington, Kentuoki ,A0506 . ,

EQUIPMENT REPORT AND*STUDENT SATISFACTIO

Ptogram # . Site # Date

Local Time: starting enditig'

4.

SS.)!09'

O

If you have had any equipment problems'during this program, please. describe the
problem as specifically as possible and note any.action taken.,

,

If the problem involves any of the .following pieces of equipment please complete
the Equipment Trouble'Log: television set, video tape recorder, teletype, DAA
interface, telephone line, or cable system. 1

.4. .

Did the above-mentioned problem result in an impairment of service during the
program? Yes No . If yes, please explain:

The following items 'refer to the above,program, number (cbmillete all that apply)

,HP Receiver'signai strength Azimuth reading

Elevation reading .

. . ,

Please circle the appropriate response usingithe criteria outlined in the Site' .

Coordinator's Manual: Remember 0" use the Correct iequencein column '''' .

one and twommdescribed ,in the manual.
c

4- Channel Audio Signal

Channel 1 Channel 2 Channel 3 Channel 4

1 ' '1' 1* 1 .1 1 , 1 1',

2. 2; 2 2 .2 2 2 2

3 . 3 3 3 3, 3 '3

go 'Igo go . ,go

no go . no go po go no go
-7"

Audio Signal

TV,A6dgt9

1 . ,* 1

2 2

3 3

90

no go
,

ATS-6 System

operative ,'

inoperative'

Video Signal

TV Video

1 '1

2 2

3 - 3

4 4

5

go

no,go..
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. .

hddiO Signal . Tgmperature

'VHF .

1 Weather

2 2' Little/none'

3 3 Moderate

.-- go Heavy

go

4".

Wind -Snow ; Ice

)

Miscellaneous Problems (Check all that apvly)

.There was a delay irOproaramlbroadcast

. Low attendance. State probable- reason'

Cancellation or postponement-of class. 'State probable reason ,

Missing ancillary materials

Missing eva1uatidtrnaterials

Studeilt Satisfaction: -

Taped Program Live Seminar

'excellent excellent

very good very good.

. , good good

fair fair

poor. poor

/ Ancillary Activitiek

excellent"

very good

good

fair

poor

For Seminar Days only

1. How many questions were sent,in from your site?

2. aid you transmit questions individually-as they were generated or in

groups ? (Check appropriate category) If odestfons were grouped, what 1

was-the usual mmber of questions in a group?

For Ancillary Sites:

3. How many times were you interrupted by a busy signal when attempting to

transmit questions to the main site?

4. How long did,it take to transmit the questions to the4main sit?

In the space below and on the back write the reactions and suggestions m eitiy

the students about today's activities. Include any suggestions, special proble

,or requests that you might have. Also, write student numbers of absen student

on back.

)

1 .t 04* : """ DMM/Mt/11/15/76
4ir
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,Appalachian Education Satellite Project
Resource Coordinating Center,

302 'Bradley Hall, University,of.-Kentucky
,

, .

exington, Kentucky 40506 .
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CAREER EDUCATION)OMMARY-EVALUATIo4 #4
, A

R. ,
)

The purpose of this instrument is to assess your overall reaction to the Cateer
Education course you have just'tompleted. 1

.
,

. ..
.

Rate the following six items,accordifig to'the quantity of useful information
you received from each as compared with a traditional instructor- taught course.

1 = outstanding e- received a lot more,from the acttvirty than you usually
obtain from similar activities in a teacher preparation 4i-se

2 = good - received a-little more from the activity
3 = average - received about, the same:amount from the activity
4 = poor - received somewhat less
5 = unacceptable - received o information from the activit.A!.. .

,

1. Pre-program preparation compared to work usually assigned fn other classes
prior* to covering_ material .in class.

2. Televised,vipteractive Semi4rs.comparearto other seminars and class discussion's.

3. Ancillary activities compared to dais activities associ5Xed with other courses.

. 4. The Vide,ped TV prograMs compared to lectures usually associated with other
. courses.

5. Follow-up.activities and homework assignments compared to similar activities
in, other courses..

6. The site monitor as an effective course leader.

7. Do you have any specific comments or suggestions concei-hing these comparisons?

1) yes
. 2) o

.

. I

your answer was yes, write your comments on the back Of this page.
A 0

Please react to the following statements:

8. I did not feel that the technology employed in the delivery of this course
,made it an impersonal experience.

1) strongly agree
2) moderately agree
3) neutral
4) moderately disagree
5) strongly disagree

If you have\any suggestions for making the course

your comments on the back of this page. 1/1
.

re personal, please'write
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. Career,Wation ummary Evaluation #46

-§. It woold ha e been very difficult for me to get the information that was

page 2

a

provided in this course in any other way.

,

7 .1) strong y agree ,

'2) moder ely agree
3) neutr 1
4) mode tely disagree
5) strongly disagree

Please anent on your alternatives in terms of distance from other educational
instit ions-or other _difficulties you might have encountered.

10. The t tbQok for this course, was an interesting and informative supplement to
the v deotapedprogrms and ancillary activities.

-

1) tronglr agree
2) oderateiy agree_
3) neutral.
4) moderately* disagree

5) strongly disagree -\

T e course presented many interesting ideas and techniques for Practical, ,

plication in the classroom.

_ stronglyagree, °-
2 moderately agree
3 neutral
4) moderately disagree
5) strongly disagree .--N

77t

,12. What effect do you think information contained in this course Will have. gm
your teaching?

1) has littld or 'no relevance for me ln my teaching situation
2) would like to use but probably Wbrift be able to
3) _would like to use but don't understand enough .

.4) plan to,use
. .

5) .already know or am. using .

,

13. The guidelines I folldOW in completing the ancil'l'ary materials were:

* ,, 1) Clear 40 easy-to-follow
21 Gederally understandable
3) .Somewhat confusing:

. 4) Very difficult to,follow

t. ,A

14. °Would.01.1beinterested in participating in programs' this type in the future

.'-'1) Yd J

2) ilo a .
0..

, .

If yes, pleasclist those areas in whip you would-like to see futUre presentati

, .

1

I

sr
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Career Education $ummary Evaluation #4's
,
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AEgP plans to continue,to offer courses in teacher education to'the Appalachian
region. In order to best respond to,the needs of:teachers, we would appreciate \
your responding to the following questiontf ,

(

.

. .

15! that is the briMary reason for your enrollment in this cotinse? °,0 I. /',
1) needed the three-hours credit r

?
..

2), interested in career eduCation , - :

3) career eduction mandate
4)4'otfier (please specify) \ 4 .

16,

6.

In 4king'teacher-eduCition-courfi'6, which of the followi g course formats
'do you prefer?' I

1) a three-credit hour course such as this
2) a 'short tburse with one-hour credit
3) a one-day 1n-service workshop
4) other (please specify)

17. In taking a three-credit hoUr course during the hool year, do you.prefer
to meet:

1) once a week for four months
2) twice a week for two months

34

more than twice a week
other (please specify}

o

4.

OMM/J,F/mt/6/15/77
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"The work upon which this publication 4s based was'performed pursuant to
Contract #76-100C0-3009A-76-C2-0E-0226 with the Appal4chian Regional Commission
under a prime contract between the ARC and the Technical Applications Division
of the National Institute of Educaion,.Departrilept of Health, Eftcation and
Welfare." "Views expressed in this publication are the viers -of the Contractor
.and not those of HEW."
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